
Artist Title Label Format Format details/ Reason behind release Price
10000 Maniacs Playing Favorites Omnivore 2XLP Opaque Red VinylDouble Opaque Red Vinyl edition of their 2016 live album  • 15 tracks – including two performances not on CD (one featuring Robert Buck) • Record Store Day first release!  Their greatest hits and more – performed live!  For over 40 years, 10,000 Maniacs have been doing what they do best – Playing Favorites!  Originally released on CD and Digital in 2016, Playing Favorites documented their dynamic live shows. Recorded before an adoring crowd in Jamestown, NY, Playing Favorites included hits and fan favorites from the group’s storied and influential career. The 6 piece band (Jerome Augustyniak, Dennis Drew, Jeff Erickson, Steven Gustafson, John Lombardo, and Mary Ramsey) was augmented by strings, horns, and backing vocalists, making their lush sound even fuller and more engaging.   £34
1975, The The 1975 Live At Gorilla UMR 2LP On the 1st February 2023, the 1975 played their debut album The 1975 in full for the first time since its 2013 release. The album debuted at number one on the UK charts in September 2013, is certified platinum (US) and 2 x platinum (UK), and set the path toward a solid run of international chart-topping, awards, and sell-out arena tours across their subsequent releases. For the 10th anniversary in 2023, the band recorded the gig making this available on digital and CD. RSD2024 sees the album released on vinyl for the first time pressed on white vinyl with brand new artwork.£34
Ahmad Jamal Live at Bubba's Who's Who in Jazz 1LP black vinylThis intimate center stage recording from Bubba's Jazz Restaurant in 1980 is a potent reminder of how good his live performances could be. Teamed up with bassist Sabu Adeyola and drummer Payton Crossley, the trio interpret an exciting aray of standards including "Waltz for Debbie" and "I've Never Been In Love Before." Homage to the late Jamal who passed away in April 2023. Pressed on classic heavyweight black vinyl.£25
Air Kelly Watch The Stars WM France 12" Picture DiscOriginally released in 1998 this was the second single from the much acclaimed Moon Safari album. Released as a Picture Disc for RSD 2024£35
Alan Parsons Project, The   Pyramid ‘Work in Progress’ Cooking Vinyl 1xLP This ‘Work In Progress’ version of The Alan Parsons Project iconic Pyramid album, contains early demos, rough mixes and Eric Woolfson’s Songwriting Diary versions of the 9 tracks that appear on the Pyramid album.  Six of these tracks are previously unreleased and all of them are making their first appearance on vinyl.              £27
Alex Chilton Cliches Bar/None Records LP 1993's Clichés is an all acoustic affair from Alex Chilton. The former member of Big Star and The Box Tops Channels Chet Baker's vocal approach while visiting the great American songbook.£25
Alison Goldfrapp The Love Reinvention BMG 2LP Black With her debut solo album ‘The Love Invention’, pop auteur Alison Goldfrapp delivered an intoxicating cocktail of synth-pop innovation with the disco and house touches that are an integral part of her extensive musical DNA-all capped with her enigmatic and ever alluring voice. £35
America Live From The Hollywood Bowl – 1975 Primary Wave 2LP Travel back in time to August 3, 1975: America takes the stage at the Hollywood Bowl backed by a symphony conducted by George Martin. The never-before-heard tapes have recently been remastered for the new release Live From The Hollywood Bowl - 1975, featuring the live renditions of America’s hits like “Sister Golden Hair,” “Horse With No Name,” “Ventura Highway,” and more. This is an unreleased album from the prime of their career. The RSD exclusive will be a 2LP colour variant and include a printed insert of a set list handwritten & autographed by the band.£30
Anne Briggs Anne Briggs Topic Records LP + 7" Originally released on Topic Records in 1971, the eponymous debut album by Anne Briggs has become a must-have in any respectable folk collection. Though re-issued several times since, this new RSD 2024 version has been remastered from the original reel-to-reel tapes by Calum Malcolm (one of the UK's top audio professionals/producer) and includes a 7" of 4 previously unreleased tracks from the album's recording sessions (never heard before). The 7" is designed by the album's original designer, Humphrey Weightman and includes exclusive new sleeve notes by Anne Briggs herself.£30
As December Falls As December Falls ADF Records Tri-Colour Coloured Vinyl LPDebut album, never before available through retail, repressed for the first time since 2019 on a new coloured vinyl for RSD.£25
As December Falls Happier ADF Records Tri-Colour Coloured Vinyl LPSecond album, never before available through retail, repressed for the first time since 2021 on a new coloured vinyl for RSD.£25
At The Drive-In In/Casino/Out Craft Recordings LP The long out-of-print sophomore title from seminal El Paso, Texas band At The Drive-In, featuring favourites "Napoleon Solo," "Chanbara," and "Alpha Centauri." Drowned In Sound proclaims, “In/Casino/Out screams at you, beats you into a pulp along with all your conceptions of punk, chews you up and spits you out a newly formed individual" while Vice describes the record as "a document of the moment when one of punk’s most exciting bands discovered what they wanted to be." Pressed on limited edition Purple & Green Smoke vinyl. £29
Average White Band Live At The Rainbow Theatre: 1974 (RSD 2024)Demon Records LP  Available on vinyl or any format for the 1st time for RSD 2024!, Pressed on 140g White Vinyl, Recently discovered tapes that went missing from the mastering studio in 1974, contain the long-lost concert at London’s Rainbow Theatre, when the Band supported jazz legend Billy Cobham, To continue with their 50th Anniversary celebrations, this debut concert release is the only live performance that capture AWB’s original drummer, Robbie McIntosh who died in tragic circumstances just as ‘AWB’ and it’s lead single ‘Pick Up The Pieces’ started to break the charts worldwide£24
Barclay James Harvest Barclay James Harvest & Other Short StoriesEsoteric LP  A black vinyl Record Store Day edition of this classic album. Originally released in 1971, “Barclay James Harvest & Other Short Stories” was the third by the band and was recorded at Abbey Road studios and co-produced by them with and ex-Pretty Things member Wally Allen. This is the first vinyl reissue of this album in over thirty years.£30
Bevis Frond, The Live at the Great American Music Hall Fire Records 2XLP Pressed for the first time on vinyl, an incendiary live set of greatest hits of The Bevis Frond circa 1998. Featuring over an hour’s worth of prime Frond, it mixes the bittersweet melodies of Nick Saloman’s much-covered ‘Lights Are Changing’ and ‘He’d Be A Diamond’ with fuzz fuelled riffs and masterful solo-ing. Played as a power trio with Saloman enlists his long-time associate and former Hawkwind bass player Adrian Shaw, and Andy Ward, former drummer with 70s prog giants Camel.  £29
Big Country Why The Long Face BMG 1LP TourquoiseFrom 1995, the 8th studio album by Big Country featuring the original line-up of Stuart Adamson, Bruce Watson, Tony Butler and Mark Brzezicki. Combining new wave and even new romantic elements with Celtic slanted pop-rock, the album features live favourites ‘I’m Not Ashamed’ and ‘You Dreamer’. Only 3,000 copies were pressed initially and it has never been re-pressed. Now available for Record Store Day on limited edition tourquiose vinyl.£29
Bill Evans Trio Everybody Digs Bill Evans Craft Recordings LP This limited-edition MONO release of legendary jazz pianist Bill Evans’ 1959 album “Everybody Digs Bill Evans” is available exclusively on 180-gram vinyl for Record Store Day. A landmark recording, the album features Sam Jones (bass) and Philly Joe Jones (drums) and is Evans’ second album on Riverside as leader. This new pressing features (AAA) lacquers cut from the original master tapes by Kevin Gray at Cohearent Audio and is pressed at RTI on 180-gram black vinyl. It is housed in a Stoughton® Tip-On Jacket and limited to 7500 copies globally.£34
Billy Bragg Bloke On Bloke Cooking Vinyl 1xLP Bloke on Bloke is a 7 track collection of singles and b-sides from the William Bloke sessions. It's title is a play on the Bob Dylan album Blonde On Blonde. The album features 'The Boy Done Good' co-written by Johnny Marr, and a cover of The Smiths' 'Never Had No One Ever'. This Record Store Day exclusive is pressed on limited edition orange and blue split effect vinyl. This is the first time Bloke On Bloke has been released on vinyl. Limited to 3k copies worldwide. £24
Black Sabbath Paranoid Sanctuary 1LP splatter Limited edition, splatter vinyl version of the second album by Black Sabbath that spawned the huge global hit single of the same name.£32
Bloc Party The High Life EP Infectious 12" EP - SplatterRecord Store Day exclusive four blue splatter vinyl of The High Life EP, which has previously only been released for download and on streaming platforms.£29
Blue Aeroplanes, The Beatsongs (Expanded Edition) Chrysalis 2LP, 140g clear vinyl, gatefold sleeveFormed in 1981, The Blue Aeroplanes are Bristol’s longest running band and a true art-rock institution who have inspired countless post-punk and alternative groups including R.E.M., Radiohead, and Manic Street Preachers. ‘Beatsongs’ was first released in 1991 and became their highest charting album, featuring standout tracks such as ‘Yr Own World’, ‘Fun’, ‘Colour Me’, and ‘The Boy In The Bubble’ (a cover of the Paul Simon classic). After being out-of-print on vinyl for over three decades, this new Record Store Day edition has been curated by the band and includes a newly remastered version of ‘Beatsongs’ (using the original production masters), plus B-sides from the era on side four. Pressed on two 140g clear vinyl, housed in a gatefold sleeve with newly expanded artwork including lyrics, photos, and liner notes.£35
Blur Parlklife (Zoetrope LP) Parlophone Zoetrope LP Release date - Sat 20 April - Record Store Day Exclusive £30
Bottle Rockets, The The Brooklyn Side (2-LP All-Analog Expanded 30th Anniversary Flame Orange Vinyl)RECORD STORE DAYLP US RSD 2024 Expanded 30th Anniversary Flame Orange £46
Bryan Ferry The Right Stuff BMG 12" EP - Blue Originally chosen as the first single to be taken from Bryan Ferry’s 1987 album ‘Bête Noire’, the groove laden ‘The Right Stuff’ evolved from a collaboration with guitarist, Johnny Marr. Based on Marr’s ‘Money Changes Everything’, written for The Smiths, the track evolved into a slice of sophisticated dancefloor action and, for the clubs, spawned 12”, dub and ‘Brooklyn’ mixes of the track.£29
Buena Vista Social Club Buena Vista Social Club World Circuit 1LP Gold The iconic multi-million selling Cuban album, featuring remastered audio from 2021's 25th Anniversary, pressed on limited edition gold vinyl, celebrating 25 years since the launch of the award-winning 1999 Wim Wenders documentary and includes bonus tracks and alternate takes from the original 1996 studio session tapes that were not available on the standard original album.£35
Caitlin Rose The Stand In Names Records LP Limited edition 140G Translucent Red. 10 year Anniversary Edition with extra track £25
Cannonball Adderley Burnin In Bordeaux - Live in France 1969 Elemental 180g 2LP with bookletDeluxe limited-edition 180g 2-LP set, remastered audio transferred from the original tape reels. The first official release (and the first complete release ever) of a performance by legendary saxophonist Cannonball Adderley captured live at the Bordeaux Jazz Festival in France on March 14, 1969. He is featured with a stellar band including his brother Nat Adderley on cornet, pianist Joe Zawinul, bassist Victor Gaskin and drummer Roy McCurdy. Released by Elemental Music in cooperation with the Cannonball Adderley Estate and INA France. Includes an extensive booklet with rare photos; essays by acclaimed jazz author and historian Bob Blumenthal and producer Zev Feldman plus testimonies by Roy McCurdy, Hal Galper, Chris Potter & Michael Wolff.£60
Cannonball Adderley Poppin in Paris: Live at the Olympia 1972 Elemental 180g 2LP with bookletDeluxe limited edition 180g 2-LP set, remastered audio transferred from the original tape reels. The official release of a previously unissued saxophone icon Cannonball Adderley concert, captured live at the Olympia Theatre in France on October 25, 1972. He is featured with an all-star band including his brother Nat Adderley on cornet, pianist George Duke, bassist Walter Booker and drummer Roy McCurdy. Transferred from the original tape reels recorded by the ORTF and housed in the INA (the Institut national de l'audiovisuel) archives. Released by Elemental Music in cooperation with the Cannonball Adderley Estate and INA France. Includes an extensive booklet with rare photos; essays by acclaimed historian and jazz author Bob Blumenthal and producer Zev Feldman, plus testimonies by ROY McCurdy, Tia Fuller, Lou Donaldson & Vincent Herring, and a never before published Nat Adderley interview.£60
Catfish & The Bottlemen The Balcony UMR LP For Record Store Day 2024 Catfish and the Bottlemen release a special, 10th anniversary edition of their debut album The Balcony. The limited edition pressing is exclusively available on white coloured vinyl and in a white, inverted cover sleeve for the first time. £26
Charlatans, The Indian Rope Beggars Banquet 12" Pic Disc Never reissued since it's 1990 release, here presented as a special picture disc edition exclusively for Record Store Day 2024.£20
Charlie Watts Live At Fulham Town Hall BMG 1LP Black Live at the Fulham Town Hall was the first jazz release by Rolling Stones drummer, Charlie Watts and was originally recorded and released in 1986. This limited edition repressing of this classic performance by the Charlie Watts Orchestra is the first time it has been repressed on vinyl since it's original release.£32
Chet Baker & Jack Sheldon Chet Baker / Jack Sheldon - The Lost Studio AlbumJAZZ DETECTIVE / ELEMENTAL1LP  JAZZ DETECTIVE PRESENTS NEVER-BEFORE-HEARDCHET BAKER/JACK SHELDON SET IN PERFECT HARMONY: THE LOST ALBUM£29
Chills, The The Lost EP Fire Records LP The Lost EP’ is back on vinyl for the first time in almost four decades, a cornerstone of New Zealand’s 'Dunedin Sound' of the 1980s. Faithfully restored with original artwork and insert, the EP is pressed on yellow vinyl and features six tracks of sublime pop from the pen of The Chills' mainstay Martin Phillipps. £24
Chris Isaak Beyond The Sun (The Complete Collection) Sun Records (Primary Wave)2-LP colored vinyl in gatefold sleeve with printed sleeves and insert with Chris' drawingsLegendary rocker and Sun Records superfan Chris Isaak pays tribute to the label he loves on Beyond The Sun (Super Deluxe Edition). Chris Isaak revisits the music that inspired him to become a musician in the room where it happened, with these tracks recorded live in Sun Studio in Memphis, Tennessee. Hear Chris rock on Carl Perkins’ “Dixie Fried,” roll on Johnny Cash’s “I Walk the Line,” and emulate the King on Elvis Presley’s “Can’t Help Falling In Love,” among many others.  This expanded tracklist features songs previously unavailable in the United States, including Chris’ version of Jerry Lee Lewis’ “Bonnie B,” and the Roy Orbison classic “Oh, Pretty Woman,” and more.£38
Cranberries, The Bury The Hatchet (The Complete Sessions) (RSD 2024)Island/UMe 2LP Exclusive for Record Store Day comes the acclaimed 4th album from The Cranberries. The Complete Sessions makes its debut on 2LP Remastered Vinyl, providing 5 exclusive bonus tracks. With a Special Edition Matte Gloss cover, this is a welcome gem to the band’s eclectic catalog. Hits from this album includes “Promises”, “Animal Instinct” and “Just My Imagination”.£34
Cure, The The Top - 40th Anniversary Picture Disc UMR/Polydor pic disc 2024 marks the 40th Anniversary of The Cure’s 5th studio album, ‘The Top’. First Time on Picture Disc Remastered by Robert Smith and cut by Miles Showell at Abbey Road Studios, London. Released in May 1984 the album reached Number 10 in the UK albums chart and features the single “The Caterpillar” ( #14 in the UK Singles Chart) The Picture Disc is house in beautiful die-cut sleeve designed by the original designer, Andy Vella, and is printed both inside and out.£26
Daft Punk Something About Us (Love Theme From Interstella 555Daft Life 12" Single Black VinylReissued for RSD 2024 exclusively - 3 track 12" single- Something About Us - Love Theme from Interstella 5555 £17
Dandy Warhols, The Live at Levitation The Reverberation Appreciation Society12"   Splatter Vinyl RSD exclusive The Reverberation Appreciation Society are proud to welcome The Dandy Warhols with the Eleventh vinyl release in the Live at LEVITATION series. The release showcases the bands appearance at the festival with their 2013 performance. These recordings are immortalized on beautiful RSD exclusive Splatter vinyl £34
Das Koolies Das Koolies Remixed Strangetown 12" Previously physically unreleased remixes by Gabe Gurnsey and DJ Krust £22
David Bowie Waiting in the Sky (Before the Starman Came to Earth) Parlophone 1LP, 180g Black Vinyl   12" Black vinyl disc 180g WAITING IN THE SKY (BEFORE THE STARMAN CAME TO EARTH)  LIMITED 11-TRACK VINYL ALBUM RELEASED EXCLUSIVELY FOR RECORD STORE DAY 20th APRIL, 2024£29
David Byrne / Paramore Hard Times / Burning Down the House Fine Print 12" Natural Colour Vinyl £13
David Sylvian & Nine HorsesSnow Borne Sorrow UMR LP First time on vinyl for David Sylvian’s side project with his brother Steve Jansen (Japan/ Rain Tree Crow) and German musician/ producer Bernd Friedmann aka Burnt Friedman. Features the 9 tracks from the original album plus 2 tracks from the ‘Money for All’ EP and the Previously Unreleased Burnt Friedman remix of “”Atom & Cell””.  All on vinyl for the first time. Designed by David Sylvian’s long-time collaborator, Chris Bigg (23 Envelope / 4AD). Housed in a beautiful gatefold sleeve with printed inner-bags.”£34
De La Soul Live at Tramps, NYC, 1996 Chrysalis Records LP - 140 gram, tan vinyl, in a custom printed sleeve & jacketDe La Soul’s Live at Tramps, NYC, 1996 is a time machine for fans old and new. Recorded on May 16, 1996 at New York’s famous Tramps nightclub, the core trio are joined by several guests, including Mos Def, then an unknown property but just about to make his De La debut on Stakes Is High. Common stops by for a pair of tracks, and the Jungle Brothers take the stage for one of the highlights, a reprise of their 1989 single "Buddy." This collection of songs is classic De La Soul: a mixture of thought-provoking lyrics and teenage high jinks. In addition to “Buddy,” it features live performances of “Breakadawn,” “Potholes In My Lawn,” “Me Myself And I” and more.£30
Deacon Blue Peace Will Come Cooking Vinyl 1xLP Initially released in September 2023 within the “You Can Have It All The Complete Albums Collection” 14CD Box Set,  this is the first vinyl LP release of Deacon Blue’s “Peace Will Come”, the 12 track acoustic album that contains re-interpretations of some of the bands best loved songs, live favourites and cover versions.£29
Def Leppard Live At Leadmill Mercury Studios 2 LP Silver VinylMercury Studios will be releasing Def Leppard’s “One Night Only Live at The Leadmill Sheffield May 19, 2023” on silver 2LP exclusively for Record Store Day 2024. The show was recorded at The Leadmill, a club in their hometown of Sheffield, England several days before their tour with Motley Crue played at Sheffield’s Brammall Lane football stadium. The Leadmill show was livestreamed on Veeps at the time of the performance.Please be advised that Record Store Day will be making an official announcement of the titles in early 2024, so please keep this info confidential until we have word on the announce date from them. The canvass for this title will begin in the next couple days.-Synopsis -Def Leppard returns to their hometown of Sheffield to perform a set of hits and rarities in front of a small crowd of about 900 diehard fans in this May 2023 show recorded at The Leadmill, just days before their tour stop with Motley Crue at Sheffield’s Brammall Lane. This Record Store Day exclusive double LP is pressed on sil£34
Dexys x Dutch Uncles Dance With Me 100% Records 12" Dutch Uncles remix of a track from the recent Dexys album - previously unreleased £15
DITZ X Heavy Lungs DITZ X Heavy Lungs Live at The BBC Alcopop! Pink and Green Splatter 12" with trading cardDITZ and Heavy Lungs come together into a spectacular RSD soundclash, bringing their incendiary live BBC sessions out for public consumption for the first ever time since they were broadcast on the awesome Deb Grant X Tom Ravenscroft 6 Music New Music Fix show in 2023. £23
Doctor Who Doctor Who: The Edge of Destruction (Zoetrope Picture Disc RSD 2024)Demon Records PD Brand new to vinyl and released on Zoetrope Picture Disc. Narrated TV soundtrack of a complete two-episode story from 1964 starring William Hartnell as the Doctor. 60th Anniversary of Doctor Who£25
Dolores O'Riordan Are You Listening BMG 2LP White Dolores O'Riordan’s2007 debut solo album, "Are You Listening?" is being released for the first time on vinyl, exclusively for Record Store Day 2024 on limited edition white vinyl. It is a captivating exploration of the iconic singer's artistic individuality beyond her role in The Cranberries.£29
Doors, The Live at Konserthuset, Stockholm, September 20, 1968Rhino 3LP – 140g Blue Vinyl (TBD)Previously unissued live radio broadcast from September 20, 1968. Including rare performances of “Mack The Knife,” “Love Street,” and “You’re Lost Little Girl.” It’s a great sounding recording of a great performance of The Doors at their peak£76
Durutti Column, The Vini Reilly London Records LTD.LP 35th Anniversary edition of the seminal 1989 album. The album is presented in the famous (and as to now unseen) ‘rejected’ sleeve by 8vo. Produced by Stephen Street (The Smiths, Blur, The Cranberries, New Order). Vinyl mastered by Peter Beckmann at Technology Works. Numbered, limited edition exclusive to Record Store Day 2024. Tracklisting£29
Earl Hooker There's a Fungus Amung Us Red Lightnin' Records1LP splatter vinylThis rare vintage Earl Hooker LP is packed full of high class blues instrumentals and soul-tinged arrangements. A few familiar blues and soul tunes are covered here, including "Dust My Broom" and "Hold On, I'm Coming." This reissue comes withthe original Red Lightnin' artwork designed by US underground comic artist Robert Crumb, including a poster of the artwork too. Pressed on heavyweight splatter vinyl.£27
Electrafixion Burned Warner Records 1LP Black & White SwirlElectrafixion were an alternative rock band, formed by former Echo & the Bunnymen members Ian McCulloch and Will Sergeant in 1994, joined by bass guitarist Leon de Sylva and drummer Tony McGuigan Burned was their debut and only album, long deleted it will be re-issued on black and white vinyl for RSD 2024.£35
Elton John Caribou UMR 2LP 2LP SET ON 180G Limited edition SKY BLUE vinyl, includes original album plus NEWLY COMPILED LP OF BONUS TRACK£32



Emma Bunton A Girl Like Me UMR 1LP A Girl Like Me is the debut solo album by Singer Emma Bunton. Originally released in 2001, and reaching Number 4 on the UK Albums Chart, the album went on to be certified Gold in the UK. Available on vinyl for the very first time this Record Store Day, A Girl Like Me features the Number 1 single ‘What Took You So Long?’ plus ’Take My Breath Away’ and ‘We’re Not Gonna Sleep Tonight’, alongside Bunton’s hugely successful collaboration with Tin Tin Out, a cover of ‘What I Am’ by Edie Brickell & New Bohemians. Paying homage to Bunton’s Baby Spice persona, this 12-track LP is pressed on limited edition baby pink vinyl and is a must-have collector’s item for both Emma Bunton fans and Spice Girls fans alike.£26
English Teacher Live At The Brudenell Social Club Island Vinyl - 12" 12" vinyl of live audio taken form the band's homecoming headline show (in Leeds 2023)Side A 1. Intro (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 2. The World’s Biggest Paving Slab (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 3. Albatross (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 4. A55 (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 5. Mastermind Specialism (Live BrudenellSocial Club)6. You Blister My Paint (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 7. Broken Biscuits (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 8. Nearly Daffodils (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 9. R&B (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 10. Albert Road (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 11. This Could Be Texas (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 12. Good Grief (Live at Brudenell Social Club) £20
Everything But The Girl At Maida Vale Buzzin’ Fly Records under exclusive licence to Virgin Music Group12" Everything But The Girl’s ‘At Maida Vale EP’ is made up of four tracks recorded in April 2023 at the BBC’s famous Maida Vale Studios - Run A Red Light, Single and When You Mess Up, first broadcast on Gideon Coe’s BBC 6 Music show; and Nothing Left To Lose first heard on Jo Whiley’s BBC Radio 2 show. All the recordings are versions of tracks on the band’s current album, ‘Fuse”, except Single which first appeared on their platinum 1996 album, Walking Wounded. The session was the only live performance that the band did around the release of their new album.Speaking about the EP, Tracey Thorn says: "It was exciting returning to such a famous studio to record these tracks. It was almost 40 years since our first John Peel Session there. The idea was to start by approaching all four as live piano and vocal takes.""Nothing Left To Lose was then left stripped back as a complete contrast to the original," adds Ben Watt, "while for the others we added a few one-take overdubs of synth, guitar, drums and backing vocals to£17
Faces The Complete BBC Sessions Rhino 2LP, 140g clear vinyl2LP breakout of BBC sessions for RSD 2024 £52
Fall, The A Country On The Click (Alternative Version)Cherry Red Records LP The Real New Fall Album (Formally Country on the Click) was originally released in 2003 on the Action label and contains the Fall classic Sparta FC and was produced by Grant Showbiz, this translucent orange vinyl contains the original version of the album and reproduces one of the unused covers from the time.£30
Fatboy Slim Everybody Loves A Remix Skint 12" Zoetrope 6 exclusive to vinyl for the first time remixes of some of Fatboy Slim's greatest hits, including Eat Sleep Rave Repeat (Calvin Harris Remix), Eat Sleep Rave Repeat (Bruno Martini Remix)(never on vinyl before), Weapon of Choice (Kink Remix), Ya Mama (Dance System Remix), Everbody Loves A Remix (Harry Romero Remix) & Rockafeller Skank (Jay Robinson Remix) on a special Zoetrope disc.£25
Field Music Binding Time Memphis Industries 12" For this year’s Record Store Day, Field Music will release Binding Time, a suite of new songs inspired by the formation of the Durham Miners’ Association and performed with musicians from the NASUWT Riverside band. £27
FIZZ Live At Middle Farm Decca 1LP Colour Audio currently only available on YouTube in live video series - this would be an exclusive audio release £20
Fleet Foxes Live On Boston Harbor Anti 3LP with Bellyband3xLP standard weight, Printed Innersleeve (uncoated) Slipcase/7.5 MM Jacket + Bellyband. One time pressing, unavailable anywhere else.£40
Fleetwood Mac Rumours Rhino/Warner Records1LP, picture disc1LP, Picture Disc of the classic Rumours album released for RSD 2024 £39
Flying Burrito Brothers, TheBluegrass Special: Live in Amsterdam 1972 Liberation Hall 2xLP Formed by departing Byrds Gram Parsons and Chris Hillman in 1968, The Flying Burrito Brothers boasted a staggering wealth of musical talent during their first half-decade set of incarnations, including The Eagles’ Bernie Leadon, and pedal steel titan “Sneaky” Pete Kleinow. But by 1972, soon-to-be Firefall founder Rick Roberts needed to recruit virtually a whole band to fulfill tour dates already contracted. Enter bluegrass legend Byron Berline and Roger Bush of Country Gazette, plus others, for a magical date recorded in Amsterdam in 1972. The double vinyl set had been available in Europe in ‘72/’73 and hadn’t ever been released in the US. Features an entire bluegrass set followed by a country-rock set including their standards of “Wild Horses”, “Sin City” and ‘Devil In Disguise”.£62
Frank Turner Girl From The Record Shop' // 'All Night Crew'Xtra Mile 7" Exclusive 2000 copies pressing of 7" featuring 'Girl From The Record Store from Frank Turner's upcoming album Undefeated (3rd May) as well as B-Side 'All Night Crew'£13
Fun Boy Three Extended Chrysalis 2xLP RSD Exclusive: A new compilation collecting all of the bands Extended 12" Remixes. This will be a one time pressing on The Vinyl Factory's 'Eco-Jazz Recycled Vinyl'£32
Future Sound of London ISDN UMR Coloured 2LP Future Sound of London released ISDN in December 1994, Originally with a black cover as a limited release. June 1995 saw an alternative white-covered version released, this had a different track listing on the 4th side of the LP set with new tracks. The music on the album is edited together from various live broadcasts that the duo had transmitted to radio stations all over the world using ISDN networking. At the time ISDN was a relatively new technology that had the bandwidth to carry high-quality digital audio. 2024 Marks the 30th anniversary of this fan-favorite album, to celebrate this the audio from both versions has been amalgamated and sequenced by Brian Dougans. Pressed on clear vinyl with a brand-new front cover, this will also be pressed on 1CD as an RSD exclusive.£34
Gabriels EP Live From London 2023 Parlophone 12" Black VinylGabriels will be releasing an exclusive Record Store Day LP - the 12” will include 5 live versions of tracks from recent Somerset House and Union Chapel gigs. TRACKLIST: Side A 1. Private Dancer (Live from Somerset House) 2. Glory (Live from Somerset House) 3. Back To Life feat. Jaila Simms-Garbutt (Live from Somerset House) Side B 1. If You Only Knew (Live from Union Chapel) 2. Amazing Grace (Live from Union Chapel)£22
Galen & Paul Uno Mas Sony CMG 12" Vinyl x4 trk Black 12" single with signed artcard (Paul Simenon & Galen Ayers). After the bilingual charms, international genre-spanning adventures and picture postcard images of pan-European culture of their debut album ‘Can We Do Tomorrow Another Day?’, Galen & Paul now share the new EP ‘Uno Más’. Released for the first time on 12” black vinyl (previously a digital only release) It continues the vibrant connection established by the acclaimed solo artist and multi-instrumentalist Galen Ayers and Paul Simonon, the legendary bassist and occasional vocalist for The Clash. £17
Garbage Lie To Me BMG/STUNVOLUME 1LP Lime Green4 brand new unreleased tracks from the highly influential Alternative Rock band Garbage comes as an exclusive for Record Store Day 2024 on limited coloured vinyl. The EP features a stunning cover of This Mortal Coil’s ‘Song To The Siren’ and a brand new remix of their classic hit ‘Bad Boyfriend’ featuring Dave Grohl, as well as 2 more unheard tracks.£29
Gemma Cullingford Komiza Project, The Shake! Shake! 12"  Exclusively for Record Store DayEach limited edition record is presented in an individually hand numbered plain white sleeve and comes with a unique 6"x4" photograph taken from the film "Home".£17
Gene Clark No Other Sessions (50th Anniversary of No Other)4AD 2LP To celebrate Gene Clark’s landmark 1974 record, No Other, turning 50, 4AD are proud to be releasing the album’s session tracks for the first time on vinyl. Mixed from their original multi-track tapes and spread over two discs, these 18 alternative versions taken from No Other’s recording sessions at LA’s infamous Village Recorder studio offer a fascinating insight into the making of this timeless album. Housed in a mirror board, gatefold sleeve and containing photos from the 1974 recording sessions as well as comprehensive song notes, this special edition is being pressed on double black vinyl with the first disc containing the best / most interesting take of each track and the second disc being every first full take.£35
George Harrison Electronic Sound Dark Horse Records 1LP Zoetrope Dark Horse Records and Record Store Day are excited to announce a multi-year partnership to release limited Zoetrope picture disc pressings of George Harrison’s entire studio album catalog. The first two titles in the RSD exclusive series – Wonderwall Music and Electronic Sound - will be available on Record Store Day in April 2024. Limited to 8,000 units globally and exclusive to Record Store Day, each unit is individually numbered in silver foil and includes an insert reproducing the original artwork.£29
George Harrison Wonderwall Music Dark Horse Records 1LP Zoetrope Dark Horse Records and Record Store Day are excited to announce a multi-year partnership to release limited Zoetrope picture disc pressings of George Harrison’s entire studio album catalog. The first two titles in the RSD exclusive series – Wonderwall Music and Electronic Sound - will be available on Record Store Day in April 2024. Limited to 8,000 units globally and exclusive to Record Store Day, each unit is individually numbered in silver foil and includes an insert reproducing the original artwork.£29
Goat The Gallows Pole: Original Score Rocket Recordings LP+7" This is the original Score made by Goat for the Shane Meadows directed, BBC series THE GALLOWS POLE. The Goat tracks that made up the 'score' (5 brand new pieces) and tracks that appeared on the 'soundtrack' (3 songs from Goats back catalogue) were released digitally to coincide with the airing of the series. This vinyl edition is going to be slightly different, it will not feature the back catalogue tracks, but it will contain the 5 brand new 'score' tracks plus 1 or 2 (TBC) unreleased 'score' tracks that were not used in the final edit of the series, making this vinyl edition unique.£29
Goldie Lookin Chain Mike Balls Boutique 1983 Records LP RSD24 exclusive. The latest album by Goldie Lookin Chain is all about Mike Balls. One of the unsung heros of the GLC and still the hardest man in soccer violence. Get to know Mike over the 11 tracks and you gain an understanding of the mind of a Newport badboy who loves his home town but hates tomatoes. Most of the other members make a cameo on the album and with production by RHYS from GLC this is a true UK Hip Hop banger.£19
Goldie Lookin Chain Manifesto, The Gold Dust GramophonicsLP Previously unreleased on vinyl 2003 album from GLC. This was their first non-CDR album to be released. The CD (CD only - there was no vinyl) was put out on their own label before they signed to a major. TRACKS 1. THE MANIFESTO 2. SELF SUICIDE 3. SHIT TO ME 4. THE ALCHEMIST 5. BILLY WEBB'S LAMENT 6. MY DJ 7. CHEAP TEETH 8. THE MAGGOT 9. SAFE BEATS 10. SOAP BAR 11. REVEREND LOVE TUG 12. SHOTGUN 13. YOU KNOWS I LOVES YOU 14. MAGGOT'S STAND UP 15. YOUR MOTHER'S GOT A PENIS£19
Gorillaz Cracker Island (Deluxe) Parlophone 2LP Pink VinylGorillaz release a special Record Store Day 2024 Deluxe Edition of their chart-topping 2023 album Cracker Island. The one-off release features 6 additional tracks that haven’t been available on physical formats before and exclusive new album artwork by Jamie Hewlett.£50
Greg Foat & Gigi Masin The Fish Factory Sessions Strut Records LP Single LP, The Fish Factory Sessions is pressed on translucent sky blue vinyl housed in an untreated card sleeve with spot varnish.£24
Grohl, Benante, Ian The Regulator Megaforce Single-sided 7" with Etched B-SideCover of Bad Brains' "The Regulator" by Dave Grohl, Scott Ian and Charlie Benante exclusive for Record Store Day 2024. £8
Groove Armada White Light BMG 2LP Splatter Unavailable since 2010. White with black splatter 2LP. Pairs with 2023's sold out black light splatter disc £35
Groundhogs, The Black Diamond Fire Records LP Back on wax for the first time in almost 50 years and pressed to gold vinyl, the ninth studio album from the seminal progressive rock band. An inspiration to the likes of Alex Turner, Stephen Malkmus, Josh Homme and Underworld. £24
Half Japanese Our Solar System Fire Records LP 40th anniversary edition of ‘Our Solar System’, Jad and David Fair's third studio album as Half Japanese. Originally released in 1984, ‘Our Solar System’ is a wild and chaotic outsider take on the history of pop music. £22
Harmonia Musik von Harmonia / anniversary edition Groenland Records 2LP Celebrating the 50th anniversary for the first Harmonia record "Musik von Harmonia" we will be releasing this limited edition RSD product only, containing the original album and a second vinyl with reworks by Matthew Herbert, Stuart Braithwaite, James Holden and many more. Harmonia:£30
Hayseed Dixie Let There Be Rockgrass Hayseed Dixie Records2LP 1000 LPs pressed for RSD. 20th Anniversary Release, and first time ever on vinyl LP, of Hayseed Dixie’s "Let There Be Rockgrass” album. This is the original manifesto that started the entire Rockgrass genre. Containing many of the band’s best know songs, “Let There Be Rockgrass” sold more than 100,000 CD copies in Europe alone in its year of original release. Never previously available in the USA. This vinyl LP edition is cut at 45rpm and spread across 2 12” LPs for the highest possible sound quality. Track listing: 1 Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap (Live) 2 Fat Bottom Girls 3 Whole Lotta Rosie 4 You Shook Me All Night Long (Live) 5 I Believe In A Thing Called Love 6 Ace Of Spades 7 Detroit Rock City 8 Corn Liquor 9 Feel Like Making Love 10 Walk This Way 11 Touch Too Much 12 Centerfold 13 I'm Keeping Your Poop 14 Highway To Hell (Live) 15 Will The Circle Be Unbroken (Live).£29
Hives, The Lex Hives and Live From Terminal 5 The Hives 2LP Undisputed icons of rock and roll The Hives serve up a garage-rock masterpiece for this year's Record Store Day, reissuing the undeniable "Lex Hives". Originally released in 2012, this new and remastered version boasts previously unreleased bonus tracks "High School Shuffle" and "Insane", alongside all-time classics such as "Come On!". In addition, this incredibly special package comes with the live album " A Midsummer Hives Dream", capturing the band in red-hot form as they tear through an iconic performance at New York's Terminal 5. For the first-time ever, this essential piece of Hives history is available to own on 12-inch.£39
Hives, The Black and White Album UMR coloured LP Swedish indie rockers The Hives released their 4th studio album The Black and White Album on 8th October 2007. For the album the band worked with Pharrell Williams. The albums lead single “Tick Tick Boom” has been used in the computer game Madden NFL 08 and many TV shows and films such as CSI: Miami, Friday Night Lights, Jumper, Taken and Friday the 13th. In 2023 the band released their first album in 11 years, going straight in at #2 in the UK album charts putting The Hives fully back on the map. For RSD2024 the album is to be re-pressed for the first time since its release, this exclusive version will be on black and white vinyl and features a two-sided poster£26
Horace Andy & Sly and RobbieLivin´ It Up Tabou1 LP In early 2006, TABOU1 producer Guillaume Bougard booked Harry J Studio for a week to record 12 new songs by Horace Andy following the highly successful Mek It Bun released a couple of years before£25
Howlin' Wolf Live in Europe (Bremen, 1964) Southern Echoes 1LP smoke vinylCelebrating its 60th anniversary, this rare concert recording sees an official vinyl reissue, pressed on smokey colour marbled vinyl. The concert is notable, in that it formed part of the famous American Folk-Blues Tour, a touring music festival that played at venues across Europe annually from 1962 to 1970. A showcase for American blues talent, Wolf’s performances in Europe added fuel to the burgeoning British Blues explosion. Joined by a host of blues veterans including Willie Dixon, this record will form an exciting addition to the discography of any blues aficionados.£25
Jamiroquai Live At BBC Maida Vale: 2006 Sony CMG Green 12" VinylNeon Green Coloured Vinyl x6 tracks. Released for the first time this 12” neon green coloured vinyl showcases Jamiroquai’s brilliant 2006 BBC live session recorded at Maida Vale for Ken Bruce.£18
Jane Weaver Quantify / Deep Perelle Fire Records 7" Two unreleased studio cuttings from the sessions that spawned Jane Weaver’s symphonic space pop opus ‘Love In Constant Spectacle’, produced by John Parish. £13
Jeff Buckley & Gary Lucas Songs To No One Evolver / Knitting Factory Records12”, 2 x LP This album captures Jeff Buckley at the very beginning of his devastatingly short career. Jeff is accompanied by his original writing partner and guitar virtuoso Gary Lucas and a small cast of 90’s New York music luminaries. These recordings form the intimate foundation of Jeff’s incredible body of work. This Record Store Day edition is the first time the album has been available on vinyl in 20 plus years and the first time it will be available on colour vinyl. It is a double LP set in a wide spine jacket with printed inner sleeves. The A/B LP is pressed on Mojo Green vinyl and the C/D LP is pressed on Cruel Blue vinyl.£30
Jessie Ware Tough Love 10th anniversary UMR 2LP Following on from Record Store Day 2022’s ecstatically received 10th anniversary deluxe of her debut album ‘Devotion’, 2014’s ‘Tough Love’ by Jessie Ware – one of the hottest stars on the planet right now – gets the same treatment for 2024 with this lovingly curated 2LP set of the original album plus bonus tracks… all pressed on solid white 140-gram vinyl. After her Mercury Prize and Brit Best Newcomer nominations in the wake of ‘Devotion’, Jessie Ware explored new sonic soundscapes and music collaborators for its follow up. Still with its roots in the London urban tradition that characterized her previous work, ‘Tough Love’ expanded Jessie’s palette with collaborators and songwriting partners that included Miguel, Benny Blanco and Sam Dew. Meanwhile, Ed Sheeran, Sam Smith and The XX’s Romy all made appearances on the album. From the resulting rich mix came four classic singles – ‘Tough Love’, ‘Say You Love Me’, ‘You & I (Forever)’ and ‘Champagne Kisses’. For this limited-edition 2LP 2024 release the original£34
Joe Strummer & The MescalerosRock Art and the X-Ray Style Dark Horse Records 2LP Pink Dark Horse Records celebrates the 25th Anniversary of Rock Art and the X-Ray Style, the debut album by Joe Strummer and the Mescaleros, with a limited pink vinyl Record Store Day exclusive 2LP pressing. The remastered 1999 album, which was Strummer’s first album release in a decade, is spread over 2 LP’s for optimal sound quality, and the original gatefold artwork by Damien Hirst has been meticulously reproduced.£32
John Lennon Mind Games UME 12" 4 Track 12” EP Luminous vinylAs long-standing supporters of the independent record stores all around the globe, the John Lennon Estate are excited and proud to be able to join the fun with this new, exclusive, limited-edition 4 track 12” EP release. As a teaser to the forthcoming “Ultimate Edition” Anniversary release of the “Mind Games” album – coming later this year in a collection of incredible new formats – this extremely limited-edition EP sets the tone for what will be an extraordinary year for the music and legacy of John Lennon.A1. Mind Games (Ultimate Mix A2. I’m The Greatest (Ultimate Mix) featuring George Harrison and Ringo StarrB1. Aisumasen (I’m Sorry) (Ultimate Mix) B2. You Are Here (Out-take, Take 5)£29
Josh Wink  Higher State Of Conciousness Erol Alkan remixStrictly Rhythm 12" EP - splatterRemixes and edits of a cult classic featuring Erol Alkan, Kink, Damian Lazarus and the original Tweekin Funk Acid Mix (all currently unavailable on vinyl)£29
Kaiser Chiefs Kaiser Chiefs' Easy Eighth Album Kaiser Chiefs Recordings Ltd12" Picture Disc LP  Almost two decades in the game, and armed with an extensive back-catalogue of stadium belters, and record-breaking success, Kaiser Chiefs return with their brand £28
Kate Bush Eat The Music (RSD Edition) Fish People 10" White LP 10” white 100g vinyl, with three tracks on side A and a full colour UV printed image on side B. Housed in a top-opening PVC sleeve secured with a transparent sticker and finished with a Fish People / Record Store Day sticker and barcode in the top left corner£22
Kate Nash Back At School b/w Space Odyssey 2001 (demo)Kill Rock Stars 7" After her award-winning performances in the television show GLOW and her self-produced movie Coffee Wars, pop sensation Kate Nash is BACK in the world of music with her new album, 9 Sad Symphonies (KRS spring 2024). For Record Store Day 2024, Kate has pulled two tracks together for a very limited 7", whose release will launch the forthcoming album campaign as well as celebrate signing to Kill Rock Stars. An unreleased album session track “Back At School” sees its completion and a sneak peek into her recording process is heard with the demo of album track “Space Odyssey 2001". The RSD release will be an integral part of our promotional campaign for the album as a whole, with Kate and KRS driving their considerable social media/DSP followers (Kate 155k IG followers, 900k+ Spotify listeners & KRS 35.5k IG followers) to brick and mortar retail to pick up the 7" on RSD and pre-order the album (where available).£15
Katy J Pearson Katy J Pearson & Friends Presents Songs From The Wicker ManHeavenly Recordings12” A vinyl exclusive of Katy J Pearson & Friends Presents Songs From The Wicker Man. An EP of The Wicker Man soundtrack covers originally for STUDIOCANAL’S The Wicker Man 50th Anniversary Collector’s Edition 4-disc box-set and available digitally. The 9-track EP from Katy J Pearson and friends features collaborations from Broadside Hacks, Drug Store Romeos, Sarah Meth, Orbury Common, Evie Hilyer-Zietler, Bert Ussher, H.Hawkline plus special guests as well as remixes by Richard Norris and Stone Club.£24
Keane Live at Paridiso, Amsterdam (29/11/2004) UMR 2LP ColouredAs part of Record Store Day 2024, Keane’s full concert recording, Live at Paradiso 29.11.2004, will be released on 2LP coloured vinyl for the first time.The set list includes hits from their 9 x Platinum album, Hopes And Fears, including ‘Bedshaped’, ‘Everybody’s Changing’, and ‘Somewhere Only We Know’.The wide-spine single sleeve contains a transparent red LP1, and solid white LP2 housed within printed inners, as well as liner notes by the band recalling the atmosphere of the Amsterdam concert. In the UK, this album will be included in the War Child titles. Live at Paradiso 29.11.2004 compliments the 20th anniversary celebrations of Hopes And Fears next year, which includes a multi format, deluxe release and global tour.£34
Kenny Dorham This Is The Moment: Sings And Plays New Land LP  •        Strictly limited to 1,000 copies only•        AAA Mastered directly from the original Mono analog tapes by Kevin Gray £37
Kirsty MacColl Titanic Days UMR LP To mark Recordstore Day 2024 Universal Music Recordings are making Kirsty MacColl’s 1994 album ‘Titanic Days’ available as an LP for the very first time, on limited edition green vinyl. Originally released on CD in the US and Australia at the tail end of 1993, Kirsty’s fourth studio album made its UK debut on Trevor Horn’s ZTT label the following February. According to the excellent kirstymaccoll.com website a catalogue number was allocated for a vinyl version but it never saw the light of day. Depending on her mood, Kirsty would describe ‘Titanic Days’ as either her “sad divorce album” or “a fantastic record”, and whilst there are obvious signs of poignancy in the sharp-as-ever lyrics, her second more upbeat view reflects a collection of skillfully crafted songs that have stood the test of time. Seven of the twelve tracks were written by Kirsty with Mark E. Nevin, then recovering from “the rollercoaster ride that is pop success” – his band Fairground Attraction had a No. 1 single in May 1988, though by the t£26
Kristin Hersh Hips & Makers (30th Anniversary Deluxe Edition)4AD 2LP Kristin Hersh’s celebrated debut album Hips & Makers is getting a first-ever reissue on RSD 24 to coincide with its 30th anniversary. Being spread across two records, the album has been reconfigured for optimum playback seeing the album, three tracks from the Your Ghost EP and a bonus track (‘Hysterical Bending’) appearing on the first 3 sides and then the full Strings EP (including previously orphaned track ‘The Key’) on the 4th side. Reflecting its original design, this new edition comes in a gatefold sleeve and is being pressed on bottle green vinyl.£35
Kula Shaker Natural Magick Strange F.O.L.K. LLP 12" Picture Disc LP  As anyone who has seen them in the flesh can tell you, Kula Shaker’s live shows are less like gigs than bona-fide happenings, where the bilateral flow of positive energy £28
Laufey A Night At The Symphony AWAL 12" 2LP This is the first physical pressing of Laufey’s A Night At The Symphony. Recorded at Harpa Concert Hall in Reykjavík with the Iceland Symphony Orchestra, A Night At The Symphony features renditions of previously released tracks off Laufey’s 2022 debut album Everything I Know About Love and her Typical of Me EP, as well as reworks of songs including jazz standard “The Nearness of You,” Cole Porters’ “Everytime We Say Goodbye” and Icelandic jazz artist Elly Vilhjálms’ “Ég Veit Þú Kemur.”First time pressed on vinyl. Tracklisting below: "1. Fragile - Live at The Symphony £32
Leaf Hound Grower Of Mushrooms Decca 1LP Splatter cloudy Yellow vinylA collectors Dream vinyl, long out of stock, splatter/colour for the first time £29
Lee "Scratch" Perry Skanking With The Upsetter Trojan 1LP Yellow 12 of the late, great Lee 'Scratch' Perry's hugely influential early dub tracks, most officially unavailable on vinyl for decades£29
Lightning Seeds All I Want / Pure Sony CMG 10" Yellow VinylIn 1989, Ian Broudie started his own project having seen much success as a producer and musician.  This new project was the Lightning Seeds and debut single Pure was the first song Ian had ever written and sung himself. It became their first UK Top 20 hit. “I owe everything to ‘Pure’. I’ll always be grateful for it. This song has been a weird life-changing miracle for me. It was a miracle that I wrote it in the first place. I had no infrastructure whatsoever – no band, no promotion, no proper record deal.  It changed my life forever, so I’m really happy to celebrate the 35th anniversary of its release and the start of the Lightning Seeds with this limited edition 10” record”. This 10” yellow vinyl marks the 35th anniversary of Pure & Lightning Seeds. It includes 4 tracks all recorded in 1989, including All I Want which was released as a single in 1990, The Nearly Man and Flaming Sword. £18
Lily Allen It's Not Me, It's You Parlophone 1LP Zoetrope Celebrate 15 years of Lily Allen's chart-topping album, "It's Not Me, It's You," with a mesmerizing Zoetrope pressing.  Relive the magic of hit singles like "The Fear," "Not Fair," and "22" with a captivating twist. As the Zoetrope comes to life, witness the visual narrative unfold in sync with the infectious beats and razor-sharp lyrics that made these tracks timeless classics.£30
Linda Ronstadt The Asylum Albums (1973-1978) Rhino 4LP Box Set 4 LP box set featuring all of Linda's '70s Asylum albums. The first album, Don't Cry Now, is celebrating it's 50th anniversary in 2023.£126
Little Richard Right Now! Omnivore Sunflare coloured LPNewly restored and remastered, the updated artwork contains new liner notes from Bill Dahl  With this reissue, Right Now! can belatedly assume its proper place in the seminal recorded legacy of Little Richard. –Bill Dahl (from his liner notes)  After his incredible run on Specialty Records in the late 1950s, Little Richard released records sporadically throughout the 1960s for a number of established, and not so established, labels. His signing to Warner Bros. in 1970 proved a comeback with three stellar releases for the label: The Rill Thing (1970), The King Of Rock And Roll (1971), and The Second Coming (1972). Those three releases, along with 1986’s Lifetime Friend were expanded and reissued by Omnivore Recordings in 2021. in 1973, he returned with a new single,” In The Name,” on Kent Records. Then, an album appeared on a Kent subsidiary, United Records: Right Now!   Right Now!, its genesis, and recording are relatively mysterious. Per Richard’s autobiography, the set was cut in one night with Robert “Bump£24
London Grammar The Remixes Ministry Of Sound x2 Green LP VinylDouble coloured LP Vinyl. London Grammar release a limited edition of The Remixes exclusively for Record Store Day. The 2LP is pressed on green vinyl. The Remixes is 16-track collection featuring the best reworks of the band’s tracks from the likes of Jamie Jones, Joris Voorn plus two original collaborations with CAMELPHAT and SebastiAn.£34
Lora Logic Pedigree Charm [Deluxe Edition] Hiss And Shake Records2LP Limited Edition - 'Mutant Disco' - Florescent Green & Pink Splatter Vinyl (500 only). X-Ray Spex co-founder and saxophonist, Lora Logic’s debut Rough Trade Records solo album - deluxe edition, including bonus tracks and exclusive BBC ‘John Peel Session’. Overlooked on release in 1982 when Punk became Funk, Essential Logic creator and X-Ray Spex co-founder Lora Logic's debut solo album retains her signature bouncing sax lines and vocal acrobatics but weaves an esoteric web of mutant disco, jazz and the very left-field of pop which sounds uncannily like now. Featuring the abstract swing of This Heat legend Charles Hayward on drums and clipped funk guitars from Phil Legg, songs like "Wonderful Offer" and "Brute Fury" share a DNA with New York noise merchants like Bush Tetras and James Chance but also Talking Heads with its sideways take on world music, the playful experimental innocence of contemporaries The Raincoats and the zesty funk of A Certain Ratio. Indeed, this punk-funk can be found in the latter genera£29
Loveless, The Elected Cadiz Music 7” Marc Almond (Soft Cell) & Neal X (Sigue Sigue Sputnik)'s garage rock band cover Alice Cooper's anthem Elected. Previously unreleased. Numbered Coloured Vinyl.£13



Lowell George Thanks, I'll Eat It Here (Deluxe Edition) Rhino/Warner Records2LP, 140g black vinyl, Gatefold jacket, white paper sleeves, marketing sticker, shrinkwrap.45th anniversary of cult classic solo album from Little Feat founder Lowell George, released weeks before his untimely death in 1979. Includes original album cut AAA from original master tape and bonus album including previously unreleased alternate versions and outtakes from recording sessions.£55
Ludovico Einaudi Live At The Royal Albert Hall Decca 3LP Red Vinyl1st ever vinyl release of this incredible performance. £66
Lulu James Bond - The Man With The Golden Gun Picture Disc (RSD 2024)Demon Records PD To celebrate the 50th Anniversary of ‘The Man With The Golden Gun’. 12” picture disc featuring classic Bond imagery.RSD release will be pushed across Bond socials with over 9m+ reach£27
Madness Embarrassment USM/BMG 12" EP - blackApart from ‘Baggy Trousers’, ‘Embarrassment’ was the only Madness single not to be released on 12” in the ‘80s. RSD 2024 will give the classic Motown-inspired hit the 12” treatment as part of a six track EP, which features the original 7” mix plus a previously unreleased instrumental version specially mixed by Clive Langer.£25
Maisie Peters The Good Witch (Deluxe) Atlantic 1 x 140g Clear Vinyl6 track picture disc featuring tracks from the deluxe version of Maisie's #1 album The Good Witch - - released on vinyl for the first time for RSD 2024£35
Mal Waldron & Steve Lacy The Mighty Warriors - Live In Antwerp Elemental 2xLP Transferred from the original tapes, Mal Waldron & Steve Lacy: The Mighty Warriors is presented as a 180g vinyl limited edition 2-LP set. All of the performances heard on this set are previously unreleased. Package includes reflections by producer Zev Feldman and acclaimed jazz writer Adam Shatz, as well as the testimonies of the concert’s bassist Reggie Workman, and drummer Andrew Cyrille. The extensive booklet also contains interviews with Jane Bunnett, David Virelles, David Liebman, Vijay Iyer, Evan Parker, and Mal Waldron’s widow, Hiromi Waldron, as well as never before seen photos from the actual concert taken by Hugo Peeters. £60
Manu Dibango Manu 76 Soul Makossa LP Exclusive / Reissue : Manu Dibango is probably the most famous musician from Cameroon and quite possibly one of the most internationally well-known African musicians ever. As a most versatile musician, he had played and recorded almost every style of music you care to mention - Soul, Reggae, Jazz, Spirituals, Blues, African, Electro. Etc…Originally trained in classical piano, his musical career began in Brussels and Paris in the 1950s. The 1960s finds him in Congo as a member of African Jazz led by Joseph Kabasele (Le Grand Kalle). He formed his own band in Cameroon in 1963 and then moved to Paris in 1965. For the Manu 76 album we head off to (predictably) the year of 1976, still in Paris. Four years after is international breakthrough with the hit Soul Makossa, Manu actually recorded two studio albums that year. Here he assembles a supremely talent bunch of musicians including Jo Tongo on bass, Slim Pezin on guitar, Lucien Dobat (from Kassav) on drums, Alex Francfort on piano and even Georgia Dibango, 7 year£25
Marc Bolan & T. Rex Zinc Alloy (50th Anniversary Zoetrope Picture Disc RSD 2024)Demon Records PD Released as a Zoetrope Picture Disc for RSD. The only album credited to Marc Bolan & T. Rex and released in March 1974, ‘Zinc Alloy’ was the last T. Rex album to be produced by Tony Visconti, and features the autobiographical hit single “Teenage Dream”£27
Marianne Faithfull Faithful Forever UMR LP ‘Faithfull Forever…’ is a 1966 studio album by Marianne that was only issued in the United States. This RSD pressing marks its first U.K release and it has not been re-issued on vinyl in the U.S. In 2024 Marianne celebrates her 60th anniversary in music, and for fans of her Decca catalogue ‘Faithfull Forever…’ is a must. The album is a defining moment of the baroque pop sound and features some of Marianne’s best 60’s performances with interpretations of songs by writers particularly suited to her interpretive gifts. Standout compositions include ‘With You In Mind’ by Jackie De Shannon who had previously written ‘Come And Stay With Me’ for her, Donovan contributes ‘In The Night Time’ aka ‘Hampstead Incident’ which was released 6 months in advance of his own recording, Bob Lind’s ‘Counting’ arranged by Jack Nitzsche and ‘Tomorrow’s Calling’ written for her by Eric Woolfson later of the Alan Parson’s project. The album features some unexpected song choices from Marianne including a pop arrangement of Ewan MacCol£26
Mark Knopfler The Boy EMI 12' Vinyl This is an exclusive RSD release of 4 brand new Mark Knopfler bonus tracks - something extra special which Mark wanted to give to fans whilst supporting local record shops! All tracks come from the sessions for his upcoming album 'One Deep River', which will be releasing the week before RSD (not announced, confidential). The tracks revolve around boxing/fairground boxing booths where members of the public could take on a 'professional fighter' - if they lasted three round they got paid! Colour and details of vinyl TBC but can confirm if our submission is approved. Quote from Mark Knopfler also on it's way.£21
Mavis Staples Have A Little Faith Alligator Gatefold 2LP Silver Vinyl 45RPMThe remarkable third act of Mavis Staples’ legendary career has seen the gospel, soul, and civil-rights icon embraced by new generations of fans through her collaborations with the likes of Jeff Tweedy, Run The Jewels, Neko Case, and Justin Vernon. And it all began with Have A Little Faith, her Independently financed mission to bring her message into the 21st century. After being turned down by other labels unable to see the commercial appeal of this legend’s fresh, genre-busting approach to spiritual music, it was embraced by Alligator Records, who helped Mavis fulfill her dream and relaunch her career. Alligator is proud to release this landmark album on vinyl for a 20th Anniversary Edition with a reminiscence letter by Mavis, expanded artwork, and remastered on 2LPs at 45RPM for the best possible sound.£47
Melys BBC Sessions Vol 1 (John Peel Sessions & other selected rarities)Sylem LP Limited vinyl only release. All tracks previously unreleased. Melys’ s first session release from a collection of 11 BBC sessions. Sleeve notes written by BBC radio presenter Huw Stephens. Melys are an indie band from Betwys-Y-Coed in Wales. Formed in 1996, they sing in both English and Welsh and became virtually synonymous with John Peel's BBC Radio 1 programme in its later years - recording eleven sessions for the show on Radio 1.  They were number one in the Peel Festive Fifty in 2001 and won Best Welsh-language Act at the Welsh Music Awards in 2002. Following a lengthy break from music Melys are returning with this special Record Store Day 24 release and will be touring with The Wedding Present in 2024. 11 track LP£20
Men, The Manhattan Fire (New York City Demos) Fuzz Club LP These demos show a whole new side to The Men's critically-acclaimed ninth album 'New York City' released in February 2023 – a riotous punk record charged with a timeless rock'n'roll gusto. The album began life as a more stripped-back DIY effort with the band's founding members Mark Perro and Nick Nick Chiericozzi recording the album themselves with a drum machine, before deciding to re-record it live to 2" tape with the band. This RSD release gives fans the chance to hear that first, more lo-fi iteration of the record. For RSD it will be released on hand-numbered 180g coloured vinyl with free download. Private stream link here (unmastered): https://on.soundcloud.com/T9aUR£22
Michael Schenker Group MSG (Expanded Edition) Chrysalis 180g Clear Vinyl 2LP in gatefold sleeveExpanded edition of the sophomore MSG album, the second following Schenker’s departure from UFO. Newly remastered and cut at Air Mastering from the original tape transfers, presented in a gatefold sleeve on double 180g clear vinyl with the original album and a bonus disc featuring previously unreleased Monitor mixes and alternate versions of album tracks.£35
Midge Ure The Gift [Early Versions] Chrysalis 1xLP RSD Exclusive: A new collection of 'early versions' of tracks that became Midge Ure's debut solo album from 1985, 'The Gift'. This vinyl exclusive includes a previously unreleased track only avao;able on this release. This will be a one time pressing on The Vinyl Factory's 'Eco-Jazz Recycled Vinyl'.£25
Mike Oldfield Hergest Ridge 50th Anniversary UMR LP By 1974, Mike Oldfield was coming to terms with the enormous success of his debut album, Tubular Bells, that has been released the previous year. Its success continued to grow stealthily, bolstered by the inclusion of the opening theme in the cinema sensation The Exorcist. The album became a phenomenon, topping the UK charts, winning a Grammy; giving a green light to Mike Oldfield’s career. Oldfield could have at this point done anything he wanted, and he did. He disappeared. He drove west from London and settled on Kington, a beautiful market town in Herefordshire. The town is dominated by Hergest Ridge, the long, high common land with breathtaking views that stretches from the town to Gladestry in Wales. Combining flying his gliders on the Ridge and playing in the local inn, Penrhos Court, Oldfield came up with Hergest Ridge, the successor to Tubular Bells, written at The Beacon, his home there on the borders. Mike’s demo of the album – that was ultimately released in August 1974, topping the UK chart – was£26
Miles Kane Miles Kane & The Evils Modern Sky 10" Miles Kane & The Evils is a four track RSD exclusive released on physical format only. Limited to 500 copies this colour vinyl lets fans explore Miles' passion for 60's sounding surf rock instrumentals. Recorded with long term collaborators Sunglasses For Jaws. Quote from Miles “Surf guitar has been a passion of mine since day one hearing dick dale for the first as a kid in pulp fiction blew my mind I connected with the sound immediately. Even going back further as a kid hearing the Batman theme, the pink panther theme and James Bond I was obsessed I would listen over and over to those theme songs! When I was a teenager I heard Link Wray for the first time and it changed my life I was like that is the guitarist I wanna be-twang-whammy bar-reverb-tremolo! That has been my guitar sound on every album I’ve made from the little flames to the rascals to the puppets and my solo albums! This surf mini album is me having my guitar front and centre imagining I’m in a cool badass Tarantino film”£20
Monty Python Live At Drury Lane 50th Anniversary UMR pic disc LP For Recordstore Day 2024 Universal Music Recordings and Virgin Records will be celebrating the 50th anniversary of the album ‘Monty Python Live At Drury Lane’. Inspired by Terry Gilliam’s unmistakable animations and graphics, the original artwork was created by Kate Hepburn (who later created visuals for Pink Floyd, and the Rolling Stones) and has been adapted for a first release on picture disc by Darren Evans and Holly Gilliam, who were also responsible for 2019 ‘Life Of Brian’ RSD release.Following the success of four studio albums – ‘Monty Python’s Flying Circus’ (1970), ‘Another Monty Python Record’ (1971), ‘Monty Python’s Previous Record’ (1972), and ‘The Monty Python Matching Tie and Handkerchief’ (1973) – ‘Monty Python Live At Drury Lane’ was recorded in March 1974 on the last night of a sell-out four week-run at the London theatre. It peaked at No. 19 on the UK album chart that July, where it nestled between Marvin Hamlisch’s soundtrack to The Sting, and the debut album from Bad Company.The album fea£29
Morcheeba B-Sides & Beats East West Records 1LP Green VinylBeats & B-sides was an 8 track companion piece to the bands Who Can You Trust album in 1998. Released for RSD 2024 on Green Vinyl£32
Morrissey & Siouxsie Interlude Parlophone 1LP, 180g Gold VinylInterlude" is a 1968 song written and composed by Georges Delerue and Hal Shaper and originally performed by American soul singer Timi Yuro. It is the title track for the 1968 film of the same name. In 1994, the song was covered in a duet by Morrissey and Siouxsie Sioux and released as a single in August of that year by EMI. It was presented under the banner of "Morrissey & Siouxsie".£27
Motorhead Remorse? No! Sanctuary 2LP Silver 40th anniversary celebration of 1984's classic Motorhead compilation No Remorse .This redux version on limited edition silver colour double vinyl with new sleeve notes, contains an alternative tracklisting to the original, using demos, alt and live versions of the original tracks many of which are available on vinyl for the first time.£37
Nancy Sinatra How Does That Grab You? Light In The Attic LP - Orange How Does That Grab You is the second studio album by Nancy Sinatra, originally released on Reprise Records in 1966. Arranged and conducted by Billy Strange, the album was produced by Lee Hazlewood and peaked at number 41 on the Billboard 200 chart, while the single, "How Does That Grab You, Darlin'" reached number 7 on the Billboard Hot 100 chart as well as number 19 on the UK Singles Chart. This release marks the latest deluxe release in Light in the Attic's on-going Nancy Sinatra Archive Series and features remastered audio, an unreleased track, unseen photos, new liner notes and full support from Nancy Sinatra.£35
Neil Young & Crazy Horse F*#!IN UP Reprise LP Clear VinylThis is a live performance of the "Ragged Glory" album, recorded at a club in Toronto in 2023 £49
Nerina Pallot Love Will Tear Us Apart Chrysalis 10" clear vinylNerina Pallot is an acclaimed British singer-songwriter who has been releasing music for over two decades. Discovered while working as a publishing assistant at Mute Records, Pallot signed to Polydor Records and released her first album in 2001. The release of her critically acclaimed second album ‘Fires’ in 2006 drew comparisons with Joni Mitchell, Fiona Apple and Tori Amos, and spawned hit singles ‘Everybody’s Gone To War’ and ‘Sophia’, plus Brit Award and Ivor Novello nominations. £18
Nightmares On Wax Carboot Soul (25th Anniversary Edition) Warp Records 2LP + 7"         TRACKLISTINGA1. Les NuitsA2. MorseA3. Ethnic MajorityB1. JorgéB2. FinerB3. EasejimiC1. Argha NoahC2. Fire In The Middle£40
Noctorum Honey Mink Forever SCHOOLKIDS RECORDSLP USA RSD 2024, Opaque Canary Yellow Vinyl £33
Noel Gallagher's High Flying BirdsMagic Secrets #2 Sour Mash Records 7" 2 Demo tracks released over the Christmas period 2023. Black, 7", numbered. £12
Northside Chicken Rhythms London Records LTD.LP   Record Store Day 2024 ExclusiveNumbered, limited edition on yellow vinyl First time reissued on vinyl since its original release for Northside – key players in the ‘Madchester’ / baggy / indie-rave scene of the early 90s£29
Oceansize Home & Minor Kscope Orange Vinyl LP  THE CULT OUTFIT RETURN WITH A LIMITED TO A THOUSAND RECORD STORE DAY EXCLUSIVE ‘HOME & MINOR’.Previously only available on CD with a limited run of 3000 in 2009, Oceansize unveil their rare, highly sought after release ‘Home & Minor’ on vinyl for the first time. £29
Olafur Arnalds ..And They Have Escaped The Weight Of DarknessErased Tapes LP RSD 2024 brings a special re-release of Ólafur Arnalds second full-length album “...And They Have Escaped The Weight Of Darkness”. Notably it’s available for the first time on clear vinyl and limited to 1000 copies worldwide. This edition comes in a gatefold sleeve, featuring a concertina booklet, and also includes WAV / MP3 download. With this album, Ólafur Arnalds continues his mission to entice an indie-generation of pop and rock fans into an emotive world of beguiling electronic chamber music and delicate classical arrangements.£29
Olivia Rodrigo & Noah KahanOlivia Rodrigo “Stick Season”/Noah Kahan “Lacy” - FROM THE BBC RADIO 1 LIVE LOUNGEPolydor Recorded live from the BBC Radio 1 Live Lounge: Olivia Rodrigo covers Noah Kahan’s breakout hit “Stick Season”, while Kahan delivers his stunning rendition of “Lacy” from Rodrigo’s sophomore album GUTS. Available on 7inch coloured vinyl exclusively via Record Store Day -  Side A: Olivia Rodrigo 'Stick Season' (cover)  Side B: Noah Kahan 'Lacy' (cover)£13
OMD Bauhaus Staircase Instrumentals 100% Records LP Instrumental version of the recent UK #2 album Bauhaus Staircase. First and only time available physically. £24
OMD Junk Culture Companion UMR 2LP Celebrating the 40th Anniversary of Junk Culture; the fifth studio album and one of OMD’s most successful and acclaimed records. This limited edition 2LP on blue and purple vinyl consists of the 15 bonus tracks featured on disc 2 of the 2015 deluxe edition, previously only made available on CD. Featuring the B-sides, ‘The Avenue’, ‘Wrappup’, the re-recorded version of ‘Julia’s Song’, as well as 12” versions of original album tracks ‘Locomotion’, ‘Tesla Girls’ and ‘Talking Loud And Clear’. Also includes three of the Highland Studios Demos which are new to vinyl. To be cut at half speed on 180g vinyl by Miles Showell at Abbey Road Studios.£34
Orb, The The Holloway Brooch (An Ambient Excursion Beyond The Orboretum) Cooking Vinyl 12-inch albumA new collection of mixes from the pioneers of Ambient House, The Orb. Curated and mixed by Alex Paterson and Michael Rendall. £27
Orbital Orbital London Records LTD.2xLP   Record Store Day 2024 exclusive Red & Green splatter vinyl Originally released on September 30, 1991, Orbital’s eponymous debut album became known as “The Green Album” to distinguish it from their second album (known as “The Brown Album”) £42
Paramore RE: This is Why (Remix Album) Atlantic Limited 1 x 140g 12" Red vinyl album. RSD 2024. Re: This Is Why is a new version of the record which includes 12 tracks £39
Parliament Osmium Deluxe Edition (RSD 2024) Demon Records 2LP Deluxe edition includes incredibly rare and sought after bonus material and b-sides which have never before been available on vinyl. Brand new to vinyl for RSD 2024. The first album ever released by the legendary George Clinton and Parliament, sister act to Funkadelic. Inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1997 this recording is the first time the world heard P-funk in it’s earliest incarnation£30
Paul Weller TBC Polydor 7" Single Taken from Paul Weller's upcoming seventeenth studio album. Available on transparent red 7" vinyl. £12
Pearl Jam Dark Matter EMI Coloured LP RSD exclusive coloured edition of the new album £35
Pete Wylie & The Mighty WAH!Heart as Big as Liverpool Chrysalis 7" Picture DiscOne of Pete’s most beloved songs, which was been adopted as an anthem by the Liverpool FC fans, even being used as in honour to the victims of the Hillsborough tragedy, adding poingnancy to this already beautiful song. For RSD 2024, ‘Heart As Big As Liverpool’ will be issued a strictly-limited one-time pressing on heart-shaped vinyl.£17
Pixies Live From Red Rocks 2005 (RSD 2024) Demon Records 2LP Available on vinyl for the 1st time for RSD 2024!. The epic 27-song set features all of the Pixies classic material including Here Comes Your Man, Where Is My Mind?, Hey and Debaser. Pressed on 140g Red Rock Vinyl. Will be supported for RSD across Pixies’ huge social media following£32
Prefab Sprout Lions In My Garden Sony CMG 12" Vinyl x4 trk Black 12" Vinyl, Lions In My Own Garden (Exit Someone) was the debut release by Prefab Sprout. Initially self-released as a 7“ single on Candle Records, the band soon signed to Kitchenware Records where the single was re-released and then re-issued as a 12” single in 1984. This 12” release replicates that 1984 release and includes the favourite The Devil Has All The Best Tunes with its original b-side, Walk On, plus a welcome return for the rare Radio Love which has not been officially available since the original release. £18
Propaganda Die 1000 Augen des Dr. Mabuse (Volume 1) / The 1000 Eyes of Dr. Mabuse (Volume 1.UMR Coloured LP After the incredible chart success last year of Propaganda’s ‘The Heart Is Strange’, and its accompanying Record Store Day release of rarities, UMR / ZTT are celebrating 40 years since Propaganda’s landmark 1984 single ‘Dr. Mabuse’.To mark the occasion comes this coloured vinyl Record Store Day mini-album, created around the rarities in the ZTT vaults. Gathering together tracks that are rare or previously unreleased on vinyl, as well as being many long-deleted on CD, this 8-track wonder showcases a plethora of different interpretations of one of the mid-‘80s landmark electronic pop songs. Highlights include: ‘The Last Word’, previously only on CD versions of ‘A Secret Wish’; the 10-minute DJ Promo version ’Das Testament des Dr, Mabuse’, also never released on vinyl; the heavily industrial ‘Im Stahlnetz Des Mabuse’ and the limited 1984 12” version of Das Testament Des Dr Mabuse (13th Life Mix)’.£26
Public Service BroadcastingGagarin Test Card Recordings7" Limited to 1000 copies. Ten years on from its original release as the lead single ahead of 2015's The Race For Space, Public Service Broadcasting's ode to the first man in space makes an appearance on 7". Backed by the instrumental version, Gagarin is now finally available to buy on a physical format for the first time. A side - Gagarin B side Gagarin (Instrumental).£12
Pulp Intro The Gift Recordings UMR LP Blue Vinyl This collection, originally released in October 1993, just prior to the band’s Island debut, includes all the singles Pulp recorded for Gift Records, including both the A- and B-sides. From the opening track, Space, Pulp’s confidence and talent for creating terrific pop singles – is in evidence. Songs such as U., Razzamatazz and Babies showcase their signature sound – tight pop melodies and a theatrical approach that echoes the art rock of Roxy Music and David Bowie, but with their unique twist.The compilation includes the original single mix version of Babies, released in 1992, and slightly different from the 1994 version available on the album His ‘n’ Hers. Sheffield: Sex City, a three-part story, features a spoken vocal contribution from keyboardist Candida Doyle (one of the rare times her voice is audible on a Pulp song) reciting a selection from the book My Secret Garden by Nancy FridayRelease as an exclusive RSD blue vinyl limited edition, Remastered at Abbey Road, Long out of print£26
Queen Cool Cat EMI 7" Colour Vinyl - PinkMore than four decades after it first appeared on their Hot Space album - QUEEN are releasing 1982’s “Cool Cat” on limited edition 7£15
Queen Latifah Nature of a Sistah Tommy Boy Music LP - 140 gram, black vinyl in a custom printed sleeve & jacketWith her debut album, All Hail The Queen, Queen Latifah asserted that women would not be hip-hop novelties and established herself as one of the genres most influential artists. Two years later, in September 1991, she returned with her sophomore album, Nature of a Sista’, a positivity-dominant, cross-genre dabbling set of R&B, dance, funk, and reggae that tested the limits of hip hop.£30
Ramones The 1975 Sire Demos (Demos) Rhino/Warner Records1LP, 140g color vinyl, Single pocket jacket, Black poly-lined sleeves, marketing sticker, shrinkwrap1974 is the 50th anniversary of the Ramones, and these are their earliest studio recordings. First time on vinyl for RSD 2024£39
Replacements, The Not Ready for Prime Time: Live at the Cabaret Metro, Chicago, IL, January 11, 1986Rhino/Warner Records2LP, 140g black vinylFirst time on vinyl; breakout of live material from Tim (Let It Bleed Edition) featuring the original lineup performing in January 1986 the week of their infamous performance on Saturday Night Live (hence the title).£49
Richard O'Brien / OST The Rocky Horror Show ( original Richard O'Brien demos)Medical Records 1LP black vinyl  Richard O’Brien's legendary rock 'n' roll musical celebrates 50 years!  This special first edition vinyl pressing of the original demo recordings, all including Richard O’Brien’s commentary storyline, were originally recorded for presentation to The Royal Court Theatre as an outline of the songs and storyline for The Rocky Horror Show. The recordings secured him the gig Upstairs at The Royal Court Theatre and the rest was history. £27
Richmond Fontaine Winnemucca Decor/El Cortez LP Deluxe Edition of Richmond Fontaine's 2002 album Winnemucca with a bonus track recorded for the album but never on the original CD release.£23
Ringo Starr Crooked Boy EP UME EP Written and Produced by Songwriter’s Hall Of Famer Linda Perry, “Crooked Boy” features four brand-new tracks from Ringo Starr with his trademark vocals and legendary drumming. The EP also includes compelling guitar performances on every song from Nick Valensi of The Strokes. Available exclusively at participating Record Store Day retailers on black and white marble custom vinyl.£24
Roger Waters The Dark Side Of The Moon Redux (Picture Disc)Cooking Vinyl 12-inch album (Picture Disc)Released in the year of the 50th Anniversary of the original album, The Dark Side Of The Moon Redux, is Roger Waters homage to the masterpiece he created with Pink Floyd in 1973.  Waters says of the album: "Dave, Rick, Nick, and I were so young when we made [the original], and when you look at the world around us, clearly the message hasn't stuck.  That's why I started to consider what the wisdom of an 80 year old could bring to a reimagined version".  £32
Rolling Stones, The Rolling Stones UMR 1LP Blue 60th anniversary of the Stones debut album . Pressed on stunning 180gm blue / black swirl vinyl and includes lithograph print with images by renowned photographer Terry O’Neill.  Limited edition stamp-numbering on outer sleeves £26
Rolling Stones, The Live At Racket, NYC Polydor 1LP Recorded live at Racket, NYC on October 19th 2023. Previously only available as a bonus disc on the 2CD version of Hackney Diamonds, the band's first studio album since 2005. Heavyweight solid white vinyl.£26
Royal Trux Royal Trux Fire Records LP Deluxe freshly remastered edition of Royal Trux’s seminal debut album, originally released on their own Royal Records label in 1988. Fierce and uncompromising, this long overdue re-issue comes with rejuvenated artwork and brand-new liner notes.    £25
Scott Walker Tilt (half speed master) UMR 2LP coloured With original vinyl copies fetching at least £100 second hand, Scott Walker’s 1995 avant-garde masterpiece ‘Tilt’ gets a welcome reissue for Record Store Day 2024 on 140gram vinyl. Originally conceived as the first in a trilogy that went on to include ‘The Drift’ (2006) and ‘Bish Bosch’ (2012), ‘Tilt’’s atmospheric soundscapes and trance-like percussion combined with influences from as far afield as industrial music and traditional classical ‘lieder’ works. Throughout, Scott’s unmistakable baritone enhances an overall work of haunting beauty. In a recent reappraisal of the album’s charms, Pitchfork wrote: “Scarily, maddeningly good. It is like an old mansion full of haunted arcana: revolving bookcases, secret rooms, a golden pouf to perch on sipping ancient ‘eau de vie’. Even the easiest pleasures, like the stained-glass daybreak in “Bouncer See Bouncer,” arise from such obscure surroundings their beauty is always sudden, a second too quick for your defenses.” For this 2024 Record Store Day limited edition re£34
Sex Pistols The Filth & the Fury OST UMR LP Back in the year 2000, Julien Temple directed this account of Punk pioneers the Sex Pistols short but hugely influential initial career. The soundtrack – a mix of their classic tracks, rarities and a sprinkling of diverse artists from the Bay City Rollers and Sailor to Tappa Zukie and The Who – was only ever available on CD, making this its vinyl debut.Uncluttered by the other artists tracks, the OST spread across 2 slices of red and white vinyl includes sing along family favourites Liar, Anarchy In The UK and No Fun alongside lesser known but no less essential cuts Don’t Give Me No Lip, Road Runner and What’cha Gonna Do About It. The latter cover of The Small Faces classic comes complete with amended lyrics reflecting the spirit of the times. Ltd edition and numbered to 3k units.£45
Shed Seven Changed Giver Cooking Vinyl 1xLP 2024 marks the 30th anniversary of our debut album 'Change Giver'! To mark the occasion, we've taken a trip down memory lane and revisited the entire album, giving it a stripped-back, unplugged vibe that we think sounds amazing. We've poured our hearts into re-recording these songs, rediscovering the magic of the songs that started it all. It's been a fantastic journey, and we've fallen in love with them all over again.£27
Shelly Manne Jazz From The Pacific Northwest Reel To Real Hand-numbered 180g 2LP with 16-page bookletJazz from The Pacific Northwest combines two previously unissued concert recordings from one of the greatest jazz drummers of all-time, Shelly Manne. The first recording features Monty Budwig on bass, Russ Freeman on piano, Stu Williamson on trumpet, and Herb Geller on flute and alto saxophone recorded at the Monterey Jazz Festival on October 4, 1958. The second recording features Hampton Hawes on piano, Frank Strozier on flute and alto saxophone, Conte Condoli on trumpet and guest vocalist Ruth Price on two tracks recorded at the Penthouse jazz club in Seattle on September 7 and 15, 1966. This hand-numbered, limited-edition to 3,000, double-LP set was transferred from the original tape reels and is pressed on 180-gram vinyl. The deluxe package includes an extensive 16-page booklet with essays by renowned archival producer Zev Feldman and label owner/producer/musician Cory Weeds, plus passages from Tim Jackson of the Monterey Jazz Festival, Charlie Puzzo Jr. from the Penthouse, and engineer/radio host Jim Wil£62
Sinead O'Connor You Made Me The Thief Of Your Heart - 30th anniversaryUMR 12" Single 2024 is the 30th anniversary of the Sinéad O’Connor Single, You Made Me the Thief of Your Heart.  The track was written by Bono, Gavin Friday and Maurice Seezer for the soundtrack to the 1993 film In the Name of the Father. The song was produced by English musician Tim Simenon (Bomb The Bass) and Gavin Friday and does not appear on any of O’Connor’s studio albums, but in 1997, it was included on her first compilation album, So Far… The Best Of.In the Name of the Father is based on the true story of the Guildford Four, four people falsely convicted of the 1974 Guildford pub bombings that killed four off-duty British soldiers and a civilian. O’Connor’s heart wrenching, powerful vocal was the perfect way to deliver the track’s devastating emotional message with lyrics written by Bono.  In a 2023 interview with Steve Pafford, Gavin Friday talked about the recording of the track: “We showed Sinéad a rough edit of the film, after which I spent sometime with her going through the lyrics the next day in STS Studios i£26
Siouxsie & the Banshees Nocturne UMR 2LP ColouredAs part of Record Store Day 2024 Polydor (UK) and Universal Music Recordings are releasing Siouxsie and the Banshees’ 1983 Live album Nocturne performed at the iconic Royal Albert Hall. Pressed on two 140g Black vinyl records, mastered and cut half speed from the original analogue tapes at Abbey Road Studios.November of 2023 saw Nocturne turn 40 years old and has not had an official vinyl press since. To celebrate this unique live album Siouxsie Sioux and Steven Severin have overseen a new direction of the already iconic artwork, 16 tracks taken from those two nights over the 30th September and 1st of October 1983, a new gatefold sleeve, printed inners and few extra surprises to discover.The Royal Albert Hall performances would see Sioux on vocals, Severin on bass guitar, Budgie – drums and Robert Smith (of the Cure) who at the time was a full time member of Siouxsie and the Banshees on guitar. Over the two nights the Banshees would play two different set lists, the songs making up Nocturne are hand picked by£34



Sister Rosetta Tharpe Live in France: The 1966 Concert In Limoges 2LP Deluxe Limited Edition £58
Sisters of Mercy, The Body and Soul / Walk Away East West Records 140g Clear & Black Vinyl EP The 40th anniversary of The Sisters Of Mercy's first two EPs from 1984, packaged together as one LP.The 40th anniversary of The Sisters Of Mercy's first two EPs from 1984, packaged together as one LP. £35
Sleater-Kinney This Time / Here Today 7" Single Loma Vista RecordingsColoured 7" Sleater-Kinney's Little Rope is one of the finest, most delicately layered records in the band’s 30-year career. On the surface, Little Rope veers from spare to anthemic, catchy to deliberately hard-turning. But beneath that are perhaps the most complex and subtle arrangements of any Sleater-Kinney record. Following the critically acclaimed release of Little Rope, Sleater-Kinney present two special bonus tracks from the original recording session on RSD exclusive 7”.£13
Soft Cell Non Stop Extended Cabaret UMR 2LP One of the elements of December 2023’s rapturously received deluxe 6CD box set of Soft Cell’s stone cold 1981 electro pop classic, ‘Non-Stop Erotic Cabaret’, was the inclusion of the entire original album presented as extended 12” versions. Now released on vinyl for Record Store Day 2024, ‘Non-Stop Extended…’ features contemporary full-length versions of the tracks, many of which have never been on vinyl before.The debut album from Marc Almond and Dave Ball AKA Soft is truly an icon of electronic music. Not only did ‘Non-Stop Erotic Cabaret’ introduce the world to classic singles ‘Tainted Love’ (one of the biggest global hits of all time) ‘Bedsitter’ and ‘Say Hello Wave Goodbye’, it also shocked and delighted in equal measure with a 10-track song cycle straight outta the seedier, sleazier, darker side of life. ‘Sex Dwarf’, ‘Frustration’, ‘My Secret Life’, ‘Seedy Films’… four decades on, it still has the power to thrill, shock and swoon. Created by Soft Cell’s Dave Ball using only the original studio parts (th£34
Sonic Youth Hits Are For Squares UME 1 LP Gold Nugget Jacket with gold foil stickerFirst pressing since 2010, never pressed on coloured vinyl previously – gold nugget vinyl + jacket art with gold foil £45
Sorrow Sleep Now Forever Night School 2LP First time to be released on vinyl, this long out of print CD only album is remastered by Mikey Young for a deluxe 2LP version on Black Vinyl  with an exclusive etching on SIDE 4 A total Underground classic. £30
Space Lady, The The Space Lady's  Other Hits Night School MLP Notes: Originally released as a bonus compact disc to the original The Space Lady's Greatest Hits CD, "Other Hits" is a 6 track E.P. of music never released on vinyl. Culled from the same original 1990 recording sessions that were the source of the original "Greatest Hits," which has gone on to multiple pressings and licenses.  First time on limited Clear vinyl, the  tracks are amazingly remastered for release by Mikey Young… and are:All Shook Up£21
Steel Pulse Handsworth Revolution UMR 2LP Special 2 LP version of this roots reggae classic, featuring 9 extra tracks and enhanced artwork £45
Steps Deeper Shade Of Blue – The Remixes (Zoetrope Picture Disc RSD 2024)Demon Records PD  Making their debut appearance at Record Store Day, available on vinyl for the first time an exclusive bespokecollection of remixes to celebrate the iconic single and fan favourite ‘Deeper Shade Of Blue’.£25
Steven Wilson Harmonic Divergence SW Records 1LP Includes unreleased Mogwai,  Manic Street Preachers, Jane Weaver, Meat Beat Manifesto 2 mix among others. The definitive last statement of The Harmony Codex.£26
Suede Autofiction: Live BMG 1LP Grey This Record Store Day, Suede release a live version of their critically acclaimed album ‘Autofiction’, which debuted at #2 in the UK Album Chart and marked Suede’s highest charting LP since 1999’s Head Music, available on limited edition grey vinyl in a fold out envelope sleeve. Following the release of ‘Autofiction: Expanded’ in December 2023 digitally and on 3CD, the ‘Autofiction: Live’ limited edition LP will feature live recordings from the band’s highly anticipated headline tour of the UK in March 2023, for the first time on vinyl and exclusive to Record Store Day.£32
Super Furry Animals Fuzzy Logic (B-Sides & Besides) BMG 1LP Green VinylCurated by the band themselves this album includes a collection of rare B-Sides taken from their classic album ‘Fuzzy Logic’. Including the rebellious anthem 'The Man Don’t Give A F-ck,' the whimsical 'Don’t Be A Fool, Billy!,' and the anticipatory rhythms of 'Waiting To Happen.’ Plus, many more on bottle green vinyl.£29
Supergrass Kiss Of Life Is 20 BMG 10" Clear Limited edition 10" colour vinyl, 6 track EP. 20th anniversary of the original single, released in March 2004 and specially recorded for the Supergrass Is 10 compilation. Contains the original single, B-Sides and rare bonus tracks.£23
Talking Heads Live On Tour Rhino/Warner Records2LP – 180g black vinylLive On Tour" was recorded at the Agora in Cleveland on December 18, 1978 and published as promo LP for radio broadcast. It was never officially released for the public. Only three songs (The Girls Want To Be With The Girls", "Electricity" and "Found A Job") were reprinted in the double live CD "The Name Of This Band Is Talking Heads"; one song (Psycho Killer) was issued as a 7" promo single in UK. All the others are still officially unavailable elsewhere£45
Television Live At The Academy NYC 12.4.92 Ohoo LPx2 Deluxe double live album from the reformed Television in 1992. Colour vinyl. Only ever released on a highly sought-after CDR. Three tracks from “Marquee Moon”. Eight tracks from third LP “Television”. Tracks>> 1.Intro 1:03 2.1880 Or So 7:09 3.This Tune  5:10 4.Venus 3:40 5.Beauty Trip  6:10 6.No Glamour For Willi 5:53 7.Call Mr. Lee    5:06 8.Prove It   6:01 9.The Rocket 4:44 10.Rhyme 8:38 11.In World  8:21 12.Marquee Moon  12:05£32
Temples Sun Structures Heavenly Recordings2LP   10th Anniversary of Temples top 10 record 'Sun Structures.' A brand new double-vinyl edition (X2 LP coloured vinyl edition with mirr-board sleeve) of Temples top 10, critically acclaimed debut album 'Sun Structures' is being released for Record Store Day, 2024.£37
Thin Lizzy Live at Hammersmith 16/11/1976 UMR/Mercury 2LP From the Acclaimed Live and Dangerous box set, this for the first time on vinyl is one of the stand-out shows from the collection and shows the band at their peak, pressed on 180gm Vinyl with a gatefold sleeve.£34
This Is The Kit Live at Minack Theatre Rough Trade RecordsLP On 19th May 2023 This Is The Kit played a double header at the stunning Minack Theatre in Cornwall, comprising of an afternoon matinee and a night time show. Now for Record Store Day, a live recording of the evening show will be made available, marking the first live album released by This Is The Kit. Featuring tracks from critically acclaimed albums ‘Careful Of Your Keepers’, ‘Off Off On’ and ‘Moonshine Freeze’, the album sees the band (including three-piece horn section) on top form, responding to the resplendent surroundings in front of a hugely appreciative audience. About the show, Kate said "Our friend Will who books shows at the excellent Cornish bank in Falmouth had the slightly ambitious idea of booking us at the Minack theatre in Cornwall. It's an amazing open air amphitheatre on the edge of a Cornish cliff face overlooking the sea and so it seemed like a pretty fun idea to do a gig there. And it all resulted in quite an epic day of music in a very epic setting, which we somehow had the foresight to£25
Todd Rundgren Todd Rhino 2LP, 2 color vinyl (1 orange, 1 green)50th anniversary of Todd’s follow-up to A Wizard A True Star. Contains the hit “A Dream Goes On Forever” £52
Tom Grennan What Ifs & Maybe's Insanity Tri-Coloured Marble effect LP VinylTom Grennan celebrates Record Store Day 2024 with an exclusive pressing of his #1 Gold Selling album ‘What Ifs & Maybes’. The Record Store Day (Dusk Edition) comes in a gatefold sleeve with exclusive new imagery and a striking tri-colour marbled vinyl.£29
Tom Jones It's Not Unusual Decca 7" Amber VinylSir Tom Jones UK No.1 single It’s Not Unusual, first released in 1965, is an international megahit. Written by Les Reed and Gordon Mills, the song also made waves in the US reaching No. 10 in the charts paving the way for Sir Tom’s global success. Released for the first time on 7” vinyl since 1965, this limited edition amber record is key to any fans collection£16
Tom Tom Club Genius of Love Remix Album Nacional LP  Originally released in 1981, “Genuis of Love” is the Tom Tom Club’s timeless classic track that’s beensampled by such artists as Mariah Carey, Grandmaster Flash &amp; The Furious Five, 2 Pac, Public Enemy,£21
Trashcan Sinatras Wild Pendulum (Silver LP) BFD Silver color LP   The sixth full-length release for the Scottish indie pop band was produced by Bright Eyes' Mike Mogis.Since the band started in 1987, the Trash Can Sinatras have always been reliable. Every record has delivered exactly what people needed from them: lovely guitar pop songs done with a light touch, deep emotional feelings, and melodies as rich and warm as a late-autumn heat wave. Since their original run ended in the '90s, they've come back regularly to remind people that they are just about the best guitar pop band still going, with a new album roughly every five years or so. £27
Tricky Angels With Dirty Faces UMR/Island 2LP Coloured“Angels With Dirty Faces is a haunting album from a tortured soul. Unrelenting… oddly enough it’s a beautiful album”  PITCHFORK (8.2/10) “Tricky has been redefining his rhythms, adding skittering jungle loops and hardcore hip-hop beats to his trademark dub-warped trip-hop. On top of that, he’s expanding his sonic palette, adding cheap synthesizers and avant-garde guitarists to create a nightmarish junk-pile of hip-hop, dub, electronica, rock, and gospel” ALLMUSIC“A renegade Brit B-boy’s caustic, lyrical declaration of self…. trip-hop’s mongrel daddy found his hip-hop soul” ROLLING STONE Tricky’s 2nd most sought-after vinyl LP, repressed for the first time, exclusively on orange coloured vinyl. The 2LP includes 2 tracks not included on the original CD release: Peyote Sings + Taxi. Martina Topley-Bird is once again on vocal duties but also featured are English singer-songwriter PJ Harvey (on “Broken Homes”), Anthrax guitarist Scott Ian (on “Carriage for Two”) plus Marc Ribot adds his twisted guitar lines to a n£34
Two Lone Swordsmen Still My World Rotters Golf Club LP First time ever release on vinyl format. 180 G BLACK VINYL. After The Sabres of Paradise split in 1995 Andrew Weatherall underwent one of many reinventions. He began working with Keith Tenniswood as Two Lone Swordsmen which released several records on the Warp label, set up a new electronic imprint under the Rotters Golf Club banner and fully explored new DJ personas departing from his house-based sets into dub, electronica and rockabilly. Renowned for unconventional sets where he’d raise the roof dropping an unexpected but exactly right track into the mix, he’d push the audience to new heights by introducing them to music they’d never even thought of exploring. £25
U2 Atomic City - Live from Sphere Island 10" Transparent Red with unique large posterA 2-track, Record Store Day exclusive commemorating U2’s globally-acclaimed 40-date run of their pioneering show 'U2:UV Achtung Baby Live At Sphere’ in Las Vegas. Featuring a brand new live performance recording of ‘Atomic City’ captured at the world’s most cutting-edge venue, alongside a remix by Mike WiLL Made-It, available for the first time physically. Pressed on transparent limited edition red vinyl and includes a poster. Side A – ‘Atomic City’ Live -Side B – ‘Atomic City’ - Mike WiLL Made-It Remix£18
UB40 UB45 SoNo Recording Group LLC1LP Brand new album, LP released exclusively for RSD £28
Ufo Lights Out In Tokyo - Live HNE 2LP Embarking on a world tour, it made sense for melodic hard rockers UFO to record their date at Club Citta, Kawasaki in Japan on June 20, 1992. UFO had always enjoyed a large following in Japan, who were not only rewarded with Running Up The Highway, Borderline and She’s The One from the new High Stakes & Dangerous Men record, but plenty of UFO classics too, including Love To Love, Only You Can Rock Me, Lights Out, Doctor Doctor, Rock Bottom and Shoot Shoot. Originally released on CD as LIGHTS OUT IN TOKYO - LIVE, it now appears on translucent green double vinyl for the very first time.£39
Ultravox Steven Wilson Extended Re-mixes Chrysalis 12" RSD Exclusive - Four Steven Wilson extended mixes from tracks from the band 'Lament' album. Two of which are included on the 'Lament [Deluxe Edition] box set (April 2024), plus two previously unreleased mixes exclusive to this 12"£17
Various Los Nuggetz: Garage & Psyche from Latin AmericaLiberation Hall Coloured vinyl LPRecord collectors of all eras are familiar with the legendary Nuggets collection of garage band hits assembled by Lenny Kaye. Hoping to capture that lightning in a bottle, numerous subsequent collections sprang up, including this one of Spanish-language artists with their own down ’n ’dirty tracks, as well as covering garage classics, British Invasion hits, and other sonic delights. While the inspiration for this collection has been the enduring trend and influence of American garage and psych bands from the ‘60s, it is an introduction to the amazing variety of Latino rock from that era. This is the fuzz and fury of rock En Espanol with all the punk and pop elements that make it immediately listenable Spanish interpretations of classic American and British songs that became popular around the world. This set comprises sixteen tracks including covers of many 1960s hit classics like “96 Tears”, “Woolly Bully”, “The Letter” and “Hey Joe” along with versions of The Rolling Stones’ “Satisfaction” and “Paint it Bla£35
Various The Bristol Roots Explosion Bristol Archive LP Sought after reissue in new artwork, new colour vinyl (clear) with large hype sticker. "The Bristol Roots Explosion" documents the West Country's take on roots reggae from the second half of the 1970s until the end of the 1980s. £23
Various Blue Note Re:Imagined Decca 2LP Smokey Clear & BlueBue Note Re:imagined was first released in 2020 featuring fresh takes on music from the illustrious Blue Note Records vaults recorded by a heavyweight line-up of the UK jazz, soul, and R&B scene’s most hotly-tipped rising stars. This incredible compilation includes artists such as Jorja Smith, Jordan Rakai, Ezra Collective, Poppy Ajudha and more. This new version of Blue Note Re:imagined, pressed exclusively for Record Store Day on Smokey Clear & Blue vinyl with new blue cover, includes an exclusive bonus track - Jorja Smith – Rose Rouge (Joy Orbison Remix). On it’s original release Blue Note Re:imagined topped jazz charts around the globe and infuses the spirit of the new UK jazz generation into the legendary label’s iconic catalog, balancing the genre’s tradition with its future and reflecting the melting pot of talent and diversity within the current scene.Side A: 1. Jorja Smith – Rose Rouge2. Ezra Collective – Footprints3. Poppy Ajudha - Watermelon Man (Under The Sun)4. JordanRakei – Wind Parade Side B:1.£34
Various Artists Nashville Goes Fuzz Iron Mountain Analogue ResearchLP    Nashville Goes FuzzFuzz Guitar In The Country Music Experience (1956-1970)From the fiends who brought you Hillbillies In Hell...£38
Various Artists The Power of the Heart: A Tribute to Lou ReedLight In The Attic LP - Silver • Includes newly recorded covers from Keith Richards, Maxim Ludwig & Angel Olsen, Rufus Wainwright, Rickie Lee Jones, Joan Jett, Mary Gauthier, Bobby Rush, Lucinda Williams, Automatic, The Afghan Whigs, and Rosanne Cash £35
Various Artists  Ripples Presents… Psychedelic Sunshine Pop from the 1960sBMG 2LP Black An exclusive vinyl product curated for Record Store Day 2024, this 2LP features wonderful and weird nuggets from the summers of love of the 1960s, from bubblegum gems to psych freakbeats. A cratediggers paradise featuring vanishingly rare and in demand out of print jewels from the likes of The Ivy League, Velvet Fogg, The Uglys, alongside stars such as The Kinks, The Small Faces and more.£32
Various Artists Lost In Translation (Music From The Motion PictureRyko/Rhino 2LP black vinylLost In Translation (Music from the Motion Picture Soundtrack) was the soundtrack to Sofia Coppola’s Academy Award winning movie of the same name including Kevin Shields, Air, Death in Vegas, My Bloody Valentine Squarepusher and The Jesus and Mary Chain. This deluxe edition includes a bonus LP curated by original supervisor Brian Reitzell featuring additional tracks included in the film (but not on the original soundtrack) from Peaches, The Chemical Brothers and more as well as the karaoke tracks from the famous scene in the film.£45
Various Artsits Hillbillies In Hell: Whiskey Is The Devil Iron Mountain Analogue ResearchLP  Hillbillies In Hell: Whiskey Is The DevilThe Demon Drink: Bikers, Boozy Ballads, Moonshine Minstrels, Skid Row Joes and Amphetamine Youth on the Highway To Hell (1962-1974)£38
Verlaines, The Way Out Where SCHOOLKIDS RECORDSLP USA RSD 2024, Transparent Black Vinyl £33
Verve, The No Come Down UMR/EMI LP The Verve’s compilation album of B-sides and outtakes, No Come Down celebrates its 30th anniversary in 2024, to mark this UMR will be releasing it on vinyl for the very first time. With outtakes from the band's debut album A Storm in Heaven sessions. “Blue" is a different (vocally upfront) "USA Mix" - released to coincide with Verve playing Lollapalooza Festival Chicago in 1994, this also features acoustic versions of "Make It Till Monday" & "Butterfly", "Gravity Grave" is the live recording from the bands first ever Glastonbury performance in 1993. This LP is pressed on black vinyl with printed inners.£26
Viv Albertine Flesh Cadiz Music 12” Post punk legend Viv Albertine (The Slits)'s long out of press EP. Originally released as a CD on Thurston Moore's Ecstatic Peace label in 2010. First time on vinyl. Includes an extra unreleased track and 4 A6 Art Cards. Numbered Coloured Vinyl.£22
Who, The Story Of The Who UMR Polydor 2LP Coloured8 Page Booklet - Blue / Red vinyl Sometimes regarded as the most complete Who Best Of, this version with a replica of the original 8-page booklet and pressed on Coloured vinyl (Pink and Green) was mastered by long time Who engineer Jon Astley and cut by Miles Showell at Abbey Road£32
Wilco The Whole Love Expanded Sony CMG x3 LP Vinyl Box-SetThis package collects the original album plus three LP sides of bonus material. The bonus tracks appeared on companion single and EP releases at the time, tracks pulled from 2011 radio live-in-studio recordings, plus a couple of unreleased tracks from early in the sessions. Everything is packaged in a beautiful box. The original LP release is long out of print. £60
Willie Nelson Phases and Stages Rhino/Atlantic 2LP – 140g black vinyl  Willie Nelson’s 1974 classic, celebrating its 50th Anniversary in March, just prior to RSD If Shotgun Willie played a bit like a concept album, Phases and Stages was a full-blown one, tracing the dissolution of a marriage and devoting one side to the wife's perspective, the second to the husband's….Phases and Stages is easily the equal of its remarkable predecessor, a wonderful set of music that resonates deeply, as deeply as the words. Make no mistake -- the deceptively relaxed arrangements, including the occasional strings, not only highlight Nelson's clever eclecticism, but they also heighten the emotional impact of the album. And this is a hell of an emotional record, where even each side's celebratory honky tonk numbers (the medley "Sister's Coming Home/Down at the Corner Beer Joint" and "Pick Up the Tempo," respectively) are muted by sadness. Then, there are the centerpieces: "Walkin'," where the woman decides it's time to move on; "Pretend I Never Happened," perhaps the coldest ending to a relationshi£59
X-Ray Spex Conscious Consumer (Picture Disc) Do Yourself In LP 500 Copies Pressed for RSD. Collectors Edition - Picture Disc. Packaged in 12'' Card Outer Sleeve, with Lyric Insert. Numbered & Stickered. The sophomore and final studio album from punk icons - X-Ray Spex. The highly sought after album received a very limited CD only release in 1995 on Receiver Records in the UK and had been officially unavailable for 27 years until December 2023! The album reunited the iconic X-Ray Spex vocalist - Poly Styrene with original X-Ray Spex saxophonist - Lora Logic and bassist - Paul Dean, as well as guitar from Kula Shaker frontman Crispian Mills under his then pseudonym Red Spectre. This release has been remastered from the original master tapes and is available on LP for the first time ever! Including the original and expanded artwork, including previously unpublished lyrics and original sleeve notes from Poly. Pop culture is full of classic albums that slip between the cracks. In recent years the late Poly Styrene and X-Ray Spex have achieved iconic status with their 1978 deb£30
X-Ray Spex Germ Free Adolescents Secret Re-issue of 1978 album now on picture disc  12” insert containing artwork, photos and extensive sleeve notes. RSD Exclusive Limited Edition 180-gram Picture Disc with 12” Insert With Album Poster + Sleeve Notes by Stephanie Phillips£34
Yardbirds, The 5 Live L.M.L.R. LP First album by seminal and influential British beat band recorded live at the legendary Marquee club, in London’s Soho. £30
Yardbirds, The Psycho Daisies - The Complete B-Sides (RSD 2024)Demon Records LP Exclusive bespoke release for Record Store Day, this 1st ever Yardbirds B sides compilation. Featuring classic tracks across the entire era of the band, including Eric Clapton, Jeff Beck and Jimmy Page .Pressed on Red Vinyl£24
Yellowman Zunggugungzuguzungguzeng Greensleeves Yellow Vinyl LPOriginally released in 1983, the album, titled after on of the his most iconic hits in dnacheall, brings together Roots Radics, engineer Errol Thompson, and producer Henry 'Junjo' Lawes at the height of Yellowman's ascencion. Iincludes the hits "The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly (featuring Fat Head)," and "Who Can Make The Dance Ram." Remastered in 2023 and pressed on yellow vinyl with custom inner sleeve designed by famed art director, Tony McDermott.£25
Yes Yale Bowl '71 Rhino 1LP – 140g black vinylLive soundboard recording of Yes – Live At The Yale Bowl 1971 and is from July 24, 1971 during the “YES” album tour. It was recorded at the Yale Bowl in New Haven, Connecticut.£32
Young Fathers DEAD (10th Anniversary Edition) Big Dada LP  DEAD - the uncompromising debut album from one of the UK’s most essential and in-demandbands, Young Fathers, is getting a deluxe reissue befitting of it’s status to celebrate a decade£29
Yusef Lateef Atlantis Lullaby - The Concert From AvignonElemental 180g 2LP with bookletA truly sensational find, this set presents a never before heard performance featuring Yusef Lateef in a quartet set with fellow stars Kenny Barron, Bob Cunningham, and Albert “Tootie” Heath. The remastered audio was transferred from the original tape reels. This project, produced by the renowned Zev Feldman, is released with the full collaboration of the Yusef Lateef Estate, as well as those of the other artists involved. The audio has been transferred and newly remastered from the original concert tapes. Presented in a 2-LP 180g vinyl set, the package includes an extensive booklet with rare photos; essays by arts journalist Shannon Effinger and producer Zev Feldman, plus exclusive testimonies by Ayesha Lateef, Kenny Barron, Albert “Tootie” Heath, Adam Rudolph, Reggie Workman, Joe Lovano, Tia Fuller, Bennie Maupin, James Carter & Sonny Rollins.£60
Yusuf/Cat Stevens Numbers Dark Horse Records 1LP Lenticular CoverLimited to 2,000 units globally, the 1975 Cat Stevens album is reissued for RSD with a lenticular gatefold cover. Included is a reproduction of the original 16-page book with lyrics and illustrations.£32
Yusuf/Cat Stevens Izitso Dark Horse Records 1LP Lenticular CoverLimited to 2,000 units globally, the 1977 Cat Stevens album is reissued for RSD with a lenticular gatefold cover. £32


